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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right"
"ROY,

Volume

Mosquero was the scene of one
of the most regrettable events in
the history of this mesa last
Saturday afternoon resulting in
the death of two men and the
mortal wounding of their murderer.
As we learn the story from one
who was there soon( after the
killing, it was as follows.
Ernest Long and R. R. Holland
came into town Saturday morning and proceeded to tank up.
They made threats and generally
were obnoxious. Malaquias Baca
owner .of the saloon v was kept at
home with a sick child and his
uncle, Pablo Baca, was tending
bar. Finally Lcrng pulled a 45
automatic pistil and commenced
shooting, choosmg á new typewriter on the flesk as a target.
Mr. Baca tried to take the gun
from him and lie drew another
pistol and shotEaca through the
heart kiling him instantly.
At the sound of the shooting.
Deputy Sheriff, E. R. Gentry, of
Clayton, who happened to be in
town on other 'business, ran into
the saloon and was shot through
the breast by (Long as he entered
the door. In spite of his wound
Gentry drew his gun and fired on
Long wfeo Tan behind the bar and
hid. Gentry reached over the
bar and shot him through and
then turned :arid went to Ben
brown b Hotel ana asked lor a
doctor. Mr. Brown was taking
him up stairs a room when he
collapsed and died.
Medien! aid was rendered Long
but it is believed his wounds are
such that he cannot recover.
After the shooting, Holland
ran out and hid two big 45 auto-- 1
matics and a quantity of shells
for them in the weeds, A wo- man saw him from her window
and advised the officers who went
and recovered them and placed
Holland crnder arrest.
Sheriff Roy Sutton and
Attorney, C. A. Collins
came at onee from Clayton to
.

Ass't-Distri-

ct

investigate.
Pablo Baca was one of the first
Sheriffs of Union County and a
fine old man as ever lived, Mr.
.Gentry has made an enviable
reputation as an officer and his
death in the prime of a splendid
young manhood is especially re-

grettable.
Ernest Long is one of the parties
suspected of robbing automobiles
v here recently and Marshall Chas.
Peare searched his place recently
for Mr. Justice's tires that were
stolen. There was also a rumor
that his car- was on that had
been stolen in the south part of
the state and it was this that he
claimed sent him on the war
path.
-

Albert Bacharach returned
Wednesday fromColoradoSprings
where he went to visit his aunt
Mrs. Benjamin Strause, of Phila-- j
delphiawho
her daughter

""N

is
in

travelling with
the west.

She is 68 years of age and came
here from Germany 51 years ago
She is the founder of The Jewish
Seaside Home for Invalids a
large sanitarium near Philadelphia which she has recently
presented to the U. S. Government for the use of wounded and
sick soldiers.
Albert is immensely proud of
her as he has a right to be.
W. W. Wildman was left in
charge of his store during his
absencé.
Mrs. S. H. Jenkins and child-- "
ren left Sunday for Little Rock,
Arkansas where they will spend
the winter and the children, will
attend school., Her health will
not permit of .ber remaining at
"
this altitude.
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When you want State Seed Rocq Reeder Home Bereaved

Weddings

Triple Murder at
Mosquero

Mora County,

Picnic Exam' For Rural

O-- S.

MaH Carrier

When you decide to get Seed
Mr. and Mrs. Rocq Reeder of
The Old Settler's Picnic at
Wheat
from the State you will do Pleasant View mourn the death
Lancaster-Johns- on
View last Thursday was
Pleasant
well to observe the following of their baby daughter, Leona,
The United States Civil Service
success and a thousand
usual
the
The leading news and social rules I have found it necessary to aged
one short year, who died
Commission
has announced an
The
people
attended.
more
or
event of the week is the marriage adopt
Wednesday evening.
examination
the County of
for
in
machines
threshing
numerous
of Roy's Postmaster, Wm. G.
I get nothing from acting as
ill at the sight from the place kept many Mora, New Mexico to be held on
child
had
The
been
Johnson, to Mrs. Ollie Lancaster, Agent for the state, not one cent
of Solano, Tuesday. This event is paid me for this work as dis home of Geo. N. Ames but was away and many others were too Sept. 22 1917 to fill the position
better and the mother was on busy preparing for the planting of rural carrier at Abbott New
is not entirely a surprise to the tributor while
at best it cost3 me the way home with her. They
wheat to spare time to attend. Mexico and vacancies that may
many friends of both parties and hours every week
ought to stopped at the home of Mrs. of
that
The program in the forenoon later occur on rural routes froni
general congratulations and kind-- ! be spent on my own crops. Every
Johnson
W.
Reeder,
s
father,
J.
consisted of an address of wel- other post offices in the
ly wishes were all ready for exminute of time and every cent out of the rain when the chiid
county. The examincome by Rev, Hearn and response
pression. '
postage is my loss.
convulsions
and
seized
with
was
by Mr. Hay worth of Iowa, father ation will be open only to male
The contracting parties and a
I will not anwser letters of
could
be
medical
aid
died before
of Mrs. M. Conner and Mrs. C.W citizens who are actually domicilfew immediite relatives gather inquiry.
summoned.
Burton of Solano, He is past 90 ed in the territory of a post office
"Highed at the parsonage at
When you come for seed, know
from
held
the
was
funeral
old but remarkably pre- in the county and who meet the
The
adyears
Twelve" and the vows were
where you will buy it . and the
Roy
Thursin
Church
served,
Christian
and told his recollection other requirements set forth i a
ministered by Rev, O, W. Hearn price per
bushel.
by
Rev
conducted
afternoon,
day
of the Mexican War,, the Civil Form No. 1977. This form and
Immediately they entered autos
Buy your seed of whoever you
application blanks may be ob
Roy
n
the
Hearn, Interment at
War and the
and were driven to the depot
wish but have arrangements
Cemetery.
War as well as the progress of tained from the offices mentioned
where they
"Entrained" for made before you come to
me.
v
The sympathy of the cemmu-nit- the arts of peace for
of a above or from the United States
Tucumcari to visit the Cowboy's
If under 21 years old bring
Civil Service
Commission at
was attested by the wealth century.
Reunion and will spend a few parent or guardian
with you to
Washington,
D,
C. Applications
of flowers laid on the coffin the
The picnic dinner was the
days on a bridal trip. They will sign your note,
forwarded
to the Comshould
be,
of friends and of; usual event, too well known to
be home at the week-end- .
I have time to do business with remembrance
Washington
at the
the I. 0. O, F. Lodge of which the people of this community to mission at
We precla'm the groom, "here you
but not to visit nor write
practicable
date.
earliest
are
grandfather
and
description.
the
father
need
is
to
he
known
all,
tha
where
abrjve-mention-

ed

.

Spanish-America-

letters.

members.
The afternoon program consistmost strenuous, competent, amPlease note these things and
The Y.P.S.C.E. has adopted an
ed of music and readings.
The
bitious and aggressive citizen of be governed
accordingly and ad
in the selection of two
innovation
Roy. As former Principal of our
Mrs. Jno. Mackey, of Solano, fact that the outdoor program on
vise those who don't read.
girls
leaders "where one
little
as
wefl
the large platform with dozens
Schools and Postmaster as
G. R. ABERNATHY, came to the Plumlee Hospital
to do it
embarrassing
finds
it
of persons' racing around, hunas the man who, by his nerve
Saturday for an operation.
Distributing
Agent,
Dorothy
Gibbs
Misses
alone.
dreds visiting and talking, scores
and energy put across o jr Dis-- i
presided
Brown
Genevieve
of babies crying and numberless and
'trict Fair and about everything
pairs of young people intent on very gracefully Sunday evening
else worth while that Roy has
their own gigglety converse, and Misses Mildred Martin and
ever done. He has been an important personality in the maklimited those who heard the pro Jeanettee Lusk will lead next
gram to a possible score who I'Sunday night.
ing of "the Jtown, and he is still
-young with a brilliant future just
crowded around the performers,
Mrs. Mills - Young anfl her
opening out before him.
emphasizing the apparent fact
The law of our state designates the first Monday of
daughter-in-laMrs. Jack Mills
His bride is a most charming
that a program is not interesting
Septemberof each year Labor day and a holiday.
of
Sunday
Solano,
attended
to a picnic crowd.
little woman, still on tha bright
School
Roy
in
and
Church
Sunday
While faithfully observing that day so set apart in honor
side of twenty. Sfte has been
The prominent feature was the
holding down a homestead of 320
address by Rev. J. S. Russel, Morning and. in the afternoon
of the dignity and sanctity of labor, since "Labor, wide a3
family for a long
the earth, has its summit in Heaven," let us also, on that
Prelate of the Mining Camp at took the
acre of the best land on the mesa
day, vitally realize that our country, this year, has set for
Endowed with surpassing personDawson. He mounted the desk drive in tho country. It was a
'
itself a supreme labor. The labor, so' nobly begun and acand delivered an address which very pleasant trip of 25 or. 30
al charms, she is also equipped
complished by our fathers on this continent. The large and
for forceful, practical patriotism miles of the best part of the
with a large fund of good sense
final labor, world-wid- e
the destruction of tyranny and 'opiuid is an expert at the things
land'modern common sense has mesa, and the crop prospects an'j
pression as the foundation'' stones of human government.
necessary to making a real home
j never been equalled on this mesa wheat fields were plenty good,
scenery to suit us...
j and which has, set a lot of people enough
who
chosen
e
has
her
forth man
'
ejofcehecaüse-bCtüwe--'- f
While on that-da- y
wohdíóüs'
' his hamie
Mrs.
Mills
Jr. is becoming
preside
and
over
along
to
right 'lines and
(thinking
prosperity and fresdom, let us vitallv realize that the busiat
the steering wheel
shocked
awake some who maybe
heart.
in which we are engaged is not usual
ness of the world-wa- r
of
is running the farm
a
and
Ford
They will be "At hone after
prefer to sleep on in spite of
and that the labor of its conquest is supreme.
'
Sept, 15th. - so says attractive
this
while
week
Jack is off on a.
national danger.
announcement cards - at the fine
camping
in the mountains,
up
trip
Now therefore, I, W. E. Lindsey, Governor of the State
The crowd did pause and listen
residence on Chicosa Street, Roy
with
party
a
of friends from
to him and to anyone who thinks
.of New Mexico, in accordance with law, do proclaim
which the groom has been fitting
this speech was worth the trouble Clayton.
up for his bride,
Monday, Sepfer 3d, 1917,
of coming to hear it.
rejoices with a host
The
He emphasized the need of
of Iriends in their prospect for
It will be a source of satisfachappiness and prosperity' and is
Moral and Spiritual understand- - tion to every ciiizen of Nnv
also glad to have Wiil settle down
I earnestly recommend that on that day the people of
ing suggesting that material Mexico, espécfally the taxpayer,
and be the useful citizen he used
together in; their respective communities
assemble
state
the
things were prostituted to base to know that its Normal Univerto be for we must confess his
and
lives,
sacred
and
their
fortunes
their
"their
and science was sometimes sity at Las Vejas has made
uses
strenuous courtship hai seriously
a
honor" to the cause of liberty. That on that day, we revive
made the hand-maiinterfered with his usefulness
immorality. most remarkable growth in atin social, lodge, Municipal and
our faith in the righteousness of the cause of those who died
"What need of rapid transit, if tendance and prestige during the
public affairs which his bride
at Lexington and Gettysburg m affirmation of the principle
we indulge only in folly at the past seven years. Its enrollment
may as well consent to share him
all governments derive their just powers from the conthat
end of the trip - - What good of has increased 92.5 percent since
with after the first act of the
governed.
day,
on
ourdedicate
we
That
sent
of
the
that
wireless or telephone if they the summer of 1910, in the fall
honeymoon is over. May the
selves to the proposition that nations, like individuals, are
transmit only foolishness - - Why of which year Dr. Frank II. II.
rest of it continue so long as life
may last is our worgt wish for
created equáL and that any government of the world must
advantage "if only Roberts took charge as president
them.
derive its just powers from the consent of the nations govmaterial ends are sought." He In that time the population of
Scott-Kenoerned. That, on that day, we highly resolve that in this
characterized the statements that the state has increased approxiGermany shall realize only the negative alternative; of
capital was urging the war for mately 110 per ' ént, which dewar
A pretty little home wedding
financial advantages and that thel monstrates that the school is
her shibboleth: "World dominion or downfall."
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.T.O.
object
of the U. S. was anything growing much more rapidly than
In Witness Whereof, I have hereuntoset my hand and
Scott Sunday afternoon united
highest form of patriot- is New Mexico itself.
the
but
caused the great seal of the State of New Mexico to be affixed
the lives of their daughter. Miss
loyalty to the principles
ism
and
Opal Scott and Mr. Vernie
Done at the City of Santa Fe, this 22nd day of August, A. D.
on which our Government is
Will King and wife drove down
1917.
Kenoyer. Only a few relatives
founded as "A Damned Lie" in- from Raton Thursday
'
in their
and intimate friends were present
W. E. LINDSEY,
Attested:
stigated by German autocracy auto - - that is, Mrs.
King
got
The vows were administered by
Governor.
ANTONIO LUCERO, Secretary of State.
and peddled by unworthy persons here for the picnic while
Will
Rev. 0. W. Hearn, Miss Lillian
and he sees a glorious future for stayed with a broken
down car
Griner was bridesmaid and Dr.
the allied nations when peace out on the prairie 12 miles
Ü.
from
The
given
"Home
A. L. Hof er, best man. Follow-- !
Carnival"
Santa Fe, Aug. 30:- - Chas.
with honor is attained.
Abbott. He finally got out by
ing the wedding, feasting was in Strong is the Mora County mem- Saturday v night by the Ladies of
The program of sports furnish- walking 12 miles
toa telephone
dulged in to excess during the ber of the new advisory council the Red Cross, attracted a large
ed immense am isement for the and getting help and
had a fine
adafternoon.
audience and entertained it
of the Taxpayer's association
crowd until evening when the time after he got
here.
daughis
mirably.
the eldest
The bride
He was selected, with the other
big platform dance drew and
Will puts on Metropolitan airs
ter of the Scott family, has council members, at the recent Ice Cream and cake served in held a large crowd
until
the
since
he lives in the city and asRoy,
lived most of her life at
annual meeting' of the associa- the 'new banquet room of the streaks a dawn appeared in the
sures
us he had to keepa sharp
Roy
schools,
was a pupil in the
tion here, when former Governor Community Hall followed the east. Jitney service provided
lookout
to see Roy as he passed
and has long been Secretary of Herbert J. Hagerman was re- program. The financial returns by
The Roy Garage delivered and not
drive by and a lot of
theRo? Union Sunday School, elected president; Secretary of amounted to $32.00 which will be many from town to
picnic
the
guff.
other
Really we miss his
Endowed with more than a fair State, Antonio Lucero, secretary used in fitting out the regulation
and back in safety and luxury.
annual
watermellon patch he
share of personal charm as well and J. Van Houten, of Raton, "Comfort Bags" for the Soldier
S,
to
used
R.
have
Prof.
here more than we
Trumbull,
of
El
as the home training which fits treasurer. J. H. Raynolds, of boys from this mesa.
,
do
him,
Paso,
Agricultural
we'll
tell him so, long as
Agent
the
for
her as mistress of a home.
The side shows were quite an
Albuquerque, was elected vice
The groom is á young home- president, succeeding Harry W. attraction and about everybody. E. P. & S. W. Ry. accompanied he is so chesty about it.
They started home Sunday
by Dr. R. J. Hare, of Albuquersteader in the country north and Kelly, of Las Vegas. The execu visited them.
que of the Government Bureau evening with the prospect of a
a member of one of ' the best tive committee named is composof Crop Estimates, came to Roy fine trip.
families on the mesa, and an ex- ed of President Hagerman. State
Dr. Plumlee was called away Monday and have spent the week
emplary young man. They will Senator John S. Clark, of Las
again Tuesday by his duties as looking' over the crops on
the Mrs. Sales, wife of Dr. O. A.
reside in the new house he is Vegas, State Senator R, G.
member of the Exemption Board mesa. They have looked at many Sales, arrived from Missouri
last
building on his claim, to which Bryant, of Portales; James G.
Mora County. Dr. Sales is" in crops including Fred Brown's week and has accepted a position
of
good
and
the congratulations
Fitch, of Socorro, and . John M. charge of their practice and ;the.
bean field andaré getting records as teacher in the Roy Schools
wishes of a host of. friends wjll Sully, of Santa Rita, i,
Hospital during his absence.
this winter.
which wiíl be useful later.
accompany them.
.
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THE

HEART OF THE SUMSET
By Res Beach

DAVE

LAW STRIKES A TRAIL THAT LEADS
DEATH'S DOOR

HE SUFFERS

HEAVY

HIM

TO

LOSS

BUT DOESNT TURN BACK
Mrs. Alalre Austin, handsome young mistress of Lai Palmas
ranch, lost In the Texas desert, wanders Into the little camp of David
Law, state ranger, lying In ambush for a Mexican murderer. She Is
forced to stay 24 hours, until Law captures his man, kills another and
escorts her home. "Young Ed" Austin, drunken wastrel, berates his
wife and makes Insulting Insinuations about the ranger. Austin is
secretly In league with Mexican rebels and horse thieves. Mrs. Austin
starts for her other ranch, La Feria, In Mexican territory, to secure
damages for cattle taken by Mexican soldiers, and encounters Gen.
Luis Longorlo, who becomes Instantly enamored of her beauty and
personality, much to her embarrassment

Continued.

VI

CHAPTER

Why, even a cow'a recognition of her
own calf was not evidence for a court,
and alibis were easily proved. Unless
the thieves were caught In the very
act there was do case against them,
and por Dios I one could not be forever on guard. Who could tell where
the malefactors would strike next?
Now, in Mexico one could afford to
kill an undesirable neighbor without
so much formality. But thank God I
Don Rlcnrdo was not a Mexican. No,
he was a good American citizen. It
was something to make him sleep well
In these war times.
"Just the same, I'll bet he'd sleep
better If the Lewis outfit was cleaned
up," Dave ventured, and Blaze agreed.
Guzman caught his enemy's name,
and nodded.
"Ah I That sin vergüenza I lie sells

Law ventured to remark that none
of Blaze's enemies had grown fat In

prosecuting their feuds, but ths was
subject which the elder man lnva
rlably found embarrassing, and now
be said:
"Pshaw I I never was the blood- letter people think. I'm as gentle as
a sheep." Then to escape further curioslty on that point, he suggested that
they round out their riotous evening
with a game of pool.
The next morning at breakfast Pa
toma announced, "Father, you must
help Dave hunt down these cattle
thieves."
"Ain't that sort of a big order T
Blaze queried.
"Perhaps, but you're the very man
to do It Ricardo Guzman Is the only
person who knows the Lewis gang as
well as you do."
Jones shook bis head doubtfully,
"Don Ricardo hns been working up his
own private feud with that outfit If I
was the kind that went looking for a
fight, I wouldn't have paid freight on
myself from the Panhandle down here,
I could have got one tight at home,
tmy morning before breakfast."
"Ricardo Guzman Is something of a
black sheep himself," Law spoke up.
"rshawl lies all right. I reckon
he has changed a few brands In his
time, but so has everybody else. Why,
that's how 'Old Ed' Austin got his
Ntart. If a cowman tells you he never
Ntole anything, he's either a good liar
or a bad roper. But Rlcardo's going
straight enough now."
"He has lost his share of stock," Pa,
loma explained, "and he'll work with
you If father asks him. You go along
with Dave "
"I'm too busy," Blaze demurred,
"and I ain't feeling good. I had bad

arms to the Candelerlstas and horses
to the Potosistas. Perhaps he steals

my calves. Who knows?"
"Senor Lewis doesn't need to steal.
He has money," Jones argued.
"True I But who is so rich that he
would not be richer? Lewis employs
men who are poor, and he himself Is
above nothing. I, too, am a friend of
the rebels. Panchlto, the Liberator,
was a saint and I give money to the
patriots who fight for his memory.
But I do not aid the tyrant Potosí with
my other hand. Yes, and who Is richer,
for lnstunce, than Senor Eduardo Aus-

tin?"
surely don't accuse him of
with the rebels?" Blaze
Inquired curiously.
"I don't know, ne Is a friend of
Tad Lewis, and there are strange stories afloat
Just what these stories were, however, Rlcnrdo would not say, feeling,
perhaps that he had already said too
much. The three men spent that evening together, and In the morning
Blaze rode home, leaving the Ranger
behind for the time being as Guzman's
"You

double-dealin-g

Ireams all night."
"I don't ,want you around me here guest
this morning.
That new dressmaker
Dave put In the next two days riding
. .
Id
the pastures, familiarizing himself
Jones rose abruptly from the table. with the country,
and talking with the
"I reckon my business can wait few men he
met About all he discovHustle up, Dave." A few moments ered, however, was
the
later, as they were saddling their Guzman range not only fact that the
adjoined some
horses, he lamented : "What did I tell
of Lewis' leased land, but also was
you? Here I go, on the dodge from a
bounded for several miles by the Lns
dressmaker. I s'pose Tve got to live Palmus fenro.
t
like a
now, till something
It was pleasant to spend the days
'
happens."
among the shy brush-cattlwith Bessie Belle for company.
The mare
Don Rlcnrdo Guzman was an Ameri seemed to enjoy the excursions as
can, but he spoke no English. An ae much as her owner. Her eyes
and ears
cldent of birth had in do him a citizen were ever alert; she tossed her head
f the United States his father hav and snorted when a deer broke cover
ing owned a ranch which lay north or a
Juckrubblt scuttled out of her
Instead of south of the Rio Grande, path; she showed a friendly Interest
Inasmuch as the property had fallen In the awkward calves which stood
to Ricardo, his sons, too, were Yan and eyed her with such amazement
kees In the eyes of the law. But In nnd then galloped stiffly off
with tails
all other respects Don Ricardo and high arched. Law hud many
times unhis family differed not at nil from the dertaken to break Bessie
Belle of that
mnny Guzmans who lived across the hublt of flinging
her head high at sud
border. The Gnzuinn ranch comprised den sounds, but she was
nervous and
a goodly number of acres, and, since Inquisitive,
and this was the one thing
live stock multiply rupldly, Its owner upon which she maintained a feminine
had lu some sort prospered. Op the obstlnucy.
bonk of a resncn a former bed of the
On the second evening the Ranger
Rio Grande stood the house, an adobe rode home
through a drizzle that had
structure, square, white and unprotect- materialized
after a long, threatening
ed from the sun by shrub or tree. Be
afternoon and now promised to be
hind It were some brush corrals and come
a real rain. Ricardo met him
a few scattered mud Jacals, In which
at the door to say;
lived the help.
"You bring good fortune with you,
Rlcnrdo had Just risen from a siesta senor, for the land is thirsty.
when his two visitors rode up, and he
if this rain holds, we shall ride
made them welcome with the best he together you, Pedro and I.
Those
had. In the cool of the afternoon Ri- thieves do their stealing when they
cardo rode with his visitors, and then, leave 'no tracks."
eordiul relations being now estabThe sky was leaden, the rain still
lished, ho began. to divulge information fell In
the morning when Dave and
of value to Law.
his two companions set out Until
,
Yes, he had endured many depreda- afternoon they rode,
their slickers
tions from thieves. It was shameful, dripping, swaying to the tireless foxbut doubtless God willed that a cetaln trot of their steaming horses, their
amount of stealing should go on In eyes engaged in a watchful scrutiny.
the World. The evildoers were
At last Pedro, who was ahead,
favored by nature, In this local- reined in and pointed; the others saw
ity, for the great expanse of brush where the barbed-wir- e
strands of the
country to the north and east offered fence they
been following were
hd
almost perfect security, and the river, clipped. A number of horse and calf
to the south, gave immunity from pur- - tracks led through the opening, and
ult W prosecution. The beeves were after an examination Ricardo an
drlv.n north Into the wilderness, but nounced:
the horses went to Mexico, where the
"There are two men. They have
war had created a market for them. come and gone, with the calves tied
The federals had plenty of money to neck and neck."
buy mounts. .
"That Is Las Palmas, isn't ltr. Law
' Whom ild Don Ricardo suspect?..
indicated the pasture into which the
The old man was noncommittal trained.
Husplclon was one thing, pi oof was
Father and son answered, "SI, se
tuite auolhr; and conviction was dlffl- - ñor.
.mlt iiji'r (in best of circumstance! I For s time the Ranger lounged side- -

'

road-agen-

1

11

ccr-.taln-ly

.

-

.

.

fiPANISH-AMERICA-

made It plain that at the first report
the other thief had fled, exposing him
self only long enough for the old man
to take a quick shot in his direction.
Ricardo had missed, and the miscre
ant was doubtless well away by this
time. He had ridden a sorrel horse,
that was all Ricardo could remember.
Law looked only briefly at the gruesome res'ilts of his marksmanship,
then he turned back to the body of his
beloved mare. Ricardo noticed ' at

length that he was crying; as the
Ranger knelt beside the dead thor
oughbred, the old Mexican whispered
to his son:
"Válgame Dios I This is a strange
fellow. He weeps like a woman. He
must have loved that horse as a man
oves his wife. Who can understand
these gringos?" After a time he approached, cautiously and inquired:
"What shall we do with this hombre.
senor? Pedro has found his horse,"
Law roused himself. With his own
hands he gently removed Bessie Belle's
saddle, bridle and blanket then hi
gave his orders.
"I'll take your horse, Ricardo, and
you take that fellow's. Get a wagon
and move him to Jonesvllle."

wise in bli saddle, studying the country before him. Perhaps a hulf-mll- e
away a long, narrow patch of woods,
with the tops of occasional oaks
showing, ran parallel with the fence
for a considerable distance.
"They took them in yonder, to
brand," he said, straightening himself. "Maybe we'll be in time."
Side by side the three men rode off
Guzman's land, following the tracks
to the nearest point of woods; there
Law stopped to give his directions.
"Pedro, you ride down this side;
"And you?"
Ricardo, you skirt the outside. I shall
"I'm going to follow that man on the.
keep to the middle. Walk your horses,
for I shall go slowly." With a dubious sorrel."
The dead man's saddle was left be
shake of the head Ricardo rode away,
while Dave guided Bessie Belle Into side the body; then when the er
change of mounts had been effected
the grove.
and all was ready, Law made a r
quest that amazed both father and son
CHAPTER VII.
"If I'm not back by morning, I want
you to bury my mare." His vole
A Ranger's Horse.
Onward' through the dense foliage broke ; he turned away his face. "Burj
the two friends wound.' Now and her deep, Ricardo, so the coyotel
then they stopped to listen, but the can't dig her up; right where she fell
rain was heavy enough to drown all I'll be back to see that it's done right
Encountering fresh Understand?"
other noises.
"Bueno I I understand perfectly
tracks finally, Dave leaned from his
saddle and studied them. He had She was a pretty horse. She was youi
bonita, eh? Well, you have a big
gone perhnps half a mile 'when Bessie
Belle raised her head, and he noted heart, senor, as a brave man should
that her nostrils were working sensi- have. Everything shall be done ai
tively.. Law fancied that he could de- you wish ; I give you my hand on It
tect the smell of a wood fire. Farther Ricardo reached down and grippef
along they came to a place where the Law's palm. "We will name our paa
brush was low, and there, rising
through the treetops beyond, he saw a
wavering plume of blue smoke.
The Ranger rode into sight of the
branding fire with his repeater
across his saddle horn and his thumb
upon the hammer; what followed
came with almost the blinding suddenness of a lightning crash. First
there was the picture of a sandy glade,
In the center of which burned a fire
with branding irons in it, and a spotted calf tied to a tree, but otherwise
no sign of life. Then, without warning, Bessie Belle threw up her head
In that characteristic trick of hers, and
simultaneously Dave saw a figure rise
out of the grass at his left with a
rlile leveled. With the first Jerk of
his horse's head his own gun had
leaped to his shoulder he was not
conscious of having willed It to do
so and even as he- - pressed the trig
ger he felt Bessie Belle give way. The
next instant his feet, still In the stirrups, were on the ground and his
horse lay between them, motionless.
That nervous fling of her head had
saved Dave's life, for the rustler's
bullet had shattered her skull. In Its
flight, and she lay prone, with scarcely
a muscular twitch, so sudden had been With the First Jerk of Hit Horte'i
Head His Own Gun Leaped to Hli
her end.
Shoulder.
For a moment the Ranger was
dazed. He stood staring down at his
ture
too, because It Is plait
pet ; then the truth engulfed him. He you for her,
loved her dearly. So, then, unti
realized that be had ridden her to
her death, and at the thought he be- tomorrow."
Law watched his two friends rldt
came like a woman bereft of her
away, then, with a miserable ache li
child, like a lover who had seen his
his throat, he mounted nnd rode of
sweetheart slain.
to pick up the trail of the man on thi
A shout It was a hoarse, inarticusorrel pony.
late cry; a swift, maddened scrutiny
The fellow had
In the dlrec
that searched the sodden scene of the tlon of Las Palmas, ridden
Dave judget
which
ambush ; then he was down beside the must be fully twelve miles away, an(
mare, calling her name heartbrokenly, when they
continued to maintain thli
his arms around her neck, his face course the Ranger became
doubly In
against her warm, wet, velvet hide.
terested. He risked his own interpre
Law knew that two men had en- tatlon of the rider's
Intent and pushec
tered the thicket, and therefore one on without pausing to search out
thi
still remained to be reckoned with, trull step by step. At the second gat
but he gave no thought to that. From the signs Indicated
that his man wni
the corner of his eye he could see a little more than an hour ahead of him
pnlr of bootsoles staring at him out
The prospect of again seeing tht
of the grass, and they told him there ruddy-hnlre- d
mistress of Las Pulmai
was not need for investigation. Near stirred Law more deeply
than he cared
body
the
he heard the calf stirring, but to admit. Nevertheless, h6 was uncom
he let It struggle.
fortubly aware that she had a hua
Bessie Belle's bright eyes were glaz- band. Not only so, but the sharp con
ing; she did not hear her lover's trust In their positions was disagree
voice. Don Rlcnrdo and his son burst able to contemplate ; she was
unbelievout of the brush from opposite direc- ably rich, and a person of Influence
li
tions almost at the same moment, to the stute, while he had nothing
excopi
find the Ranger with bis face burled his health, his
saddle and his horse-N- o;
In his horse's mane.
no horse now, she was gone
"Caramba What Is this?" The old
man flung himself from the saddle
and come running. "You are Injured?"
Dave Law digs up startling
Pedro, too, bent over the officer, his
evidence and Mrs. Austin finds
brown face pale with apprehension.
her position at La Feria dan"Mother of God 1" breathed the latter.
gerous.
Some Important devel"It was a wild thing to do, to ride
opments are described in the
alone "
next Installment.
"I'm all right," Law said, rising
i
.
stiffly,
whereupon both Mexicans
HO BB CONTINUE.)
voiced their relief.
"The saints be praised I"
Buffalo Bill's First Indian.
"SI I What happened? There was
Col. William F. Cody tells in nil
a shot I Did you see nothing?"
book, "The Adventures of Buffalc
Law jerked his head in the direc- Bill," published by the Harpers, thi
tion of the fallen man at his back and story of his first fight with Indians. II
Pedro uttered a loud cry.
was in 1SÓ7, when he was only eleven
"Lqok !" Father and son ran through years old, that he killed an Indian. H
the grass, then recoiled and broke was accompanying some cattle-herdeinto a Jargon of oaths and exclama- when they were attacked on the Souto
tions.
Platte river. The Indians stampeded
"Right in the mouth ! The fellow the cattle, killed three men and then
was in death before he realized it" charged on the rest A volley stopped
"Seel It is as we thought Pedro; them for the moment and the herdert
one of Lewis'
Tsel Tset Tsel took refuge In the river, wading beWhat a sight I"
hind the bank on their wrfy to Fort
"Who is héf queried the officer.
Kearney. Buffalo Bill fell behind and
"Pino Garzas one of the worst l" when he suddenly looked up at thi
chimed the two Guzmans.
bank above he saw an Indian's head
Ricardo was dancing in his excite- He aimed and fired and the next moment "I told you that Lewis knew ment was terrified to see "about all
something. The other one got past feet of dead Indian come tumbling lame, but I cannot shoot like this."
to the river." t From that time
It was difficult to secure a connected
he says, "I became a hero and
story from f 'cardo, but he finally an Indlan-klUer-
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loads are dumped all in one spot and
spread Inter with shovels, as is done
GRAVEL ROAD WORK frequently,
it is very difficult to secure
uniform density of the surface crust
by subsequent harrowing and rolling.
spóts where the loads are dumped
Construction Is Usually Divided The
nearlv always will be more densely
kompacted than the areas between.
Into Two Entire Distinct
and, as a résult, uneven settlement

Classes:

will develop soon.
2. The gravel should be spread in
two or more courses, and the thickness
should be apSlIiSRADE FOR THE SURFACE of the different courses
proximately the same, except that
the first course may be made somethicker than the succeeding
what
8ome of Most Important Detalle Re- courses, because, in general, a thicker
quiring Careful Attention Are Frelayer of gravel may be compacted on
8ome
quently Overlooked
the subgrade than when spread over
Precautions to Observe.
a layer of gravel already compacted.
It usually Is Impracticable to have the
(Prepared by the ünlted States Depart- compacted thickness of any course
ment of Agriculture.)
greater than about 5 Inches, and quite
Figure 1 shows a typical cross sec- frequently 8 or 4 Inches is as much as
tion for a gravel-roasurface and In- can be compacted satisfactorily at one
dicates the customary steps Involved time.
In the construction of such a surface.
8. After each course of gravel is
The limiting thicknesses Bhown on this spread It should be harrowed with a
cross section are by no means followed tooth harrow until the various sizes
universally, but are believed to repre- of particles and the binder or cementsent the best current practice. The ing material are distributed thoroughly
minimum thickness shown is supposed through the mass. Then it should be
to be employed where the traffic Is compacted by rolling with a power
light and the subgrade Is uniformly roller weighing about 10 tons, or by
stable, while the maximum thickness means of traffic. Where a roller Is emIs adapted for opposite conditions. ployed the rolling should be continued
Perhaps the most usual compacted until the particles of gravel are all
thickness of surface Is eight inches at well bonded together and the surface
the center and six Inches at the edges. presents a smooth, uniform appearThe difference In thickness between ance. When completed, the surface
the edges and center is effected by of each course should be so firm and
making the crown of the subgrade flat- unyielding that It will not be disturbed
ter than that of the surface.
In any way by subsequent traffic'
The construction of a gravel road
4. Where It Is necessary to add
usually Is divided Into two entirely dis- sand or clay to the gravel In order to
tinct classes of work. The work of fill the voids, It should be done after
grading and preparing the subgrade each course Is spread and before It is
falls Into one class, and that of haul harrowed, except that with some kinds
ing, spreading and compacting the of gravel It may be permissible to add
gravel into the other. The first class a limited amount of fine material to
of work hns been discussed at consid
the surface of the top course after the
erable length In connection with earth harrowing Is completed and the rolling
roads, but since It Is Is In progress.
and sand-cladesired to emphasize certain features
6. Where the binder consists of some
of subgrade preparation that are of material other than clay, it may
Increased Importance In connection be desirable to sprinkle each course
with gravel-roaconstruction, both with water while It is being rolled, and
classes of work will be considered in even where clay is used as a binder a
tne following discussion:
small amount of sprinkling may be
necessary In dry weather in order toPreparation of the Subgrade.
The
In grading the roadbed and prepar secure a satisfactory bond.
ing the subgrade for a gravel surface, sprinkling always should be done uni
it should be borne In mind also that formly and In such quantities as not
the more expensive a road surface, the to wash the fine material out from the
greater should he the care exercised gravel or to soften the subgrade.
6. When the road surface is com- to prevent It from being damaged
d
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through settlement or upheaval of the
subgrade, and the greater should be
the nccuracy with which the subgrade
Is constructed, so that no unnecessary
surfacing material may be required to
correct irregularities la grade and
cross section. No matter what the soil
conditions may be, the subgrade for a
gravel road surface, when completed,
should conform closely In grade and
cross section with the requirements
of the plnns and should present an
even, uniform appearance. Also, It
should be as firm and unyielding as
the conditions will permit.
Some of the most Important details
requiring careful attention In prepar
ing the subgrade, and which are perhaps most frequently overlooked, are
(1) backfilling culvert trenches so as
to prevent subsequent settlement, (2)
exclusion of vegetable matter from
Alls, (3) provision for draining
springs which occur In the
subgrade, and (4) the matter of thoroughly loosening nnd distributing the
inaterinls contained In old road crusts.
After the roadbed has tieen graded
and drained properly, and the details
mentioned above have received proper
attention, the work of preparing the
subgrade consists simply In forming a
trench, as shown In figure 1, to receive
the gravel surface. The trench may be
formed largely with a grading ma'
chine, but the final shaping should be
effected by means of picks and shovels
and rolling. It Is customary to provide
grade stakes at Intervals of about 50
feet, to serve as a guide for the pick
and shovel work, and where extreme
accuracy Is desired cords may be
stretched between the stakes to Insure
that the subgrade conforms to the
required grade throughout. The rolling Is done ordinarily with a power
roller weighing about ten tons.
In order that the subgrade may be
well drained during the process of
spreading and compacting the gravel
it Is, frequently necessary to provide
shoulder drains at comparatively short
Intervals. Such drains are constructed
by opening small ditches through the
shoulders and partially filling them
with gravel.
The Gravel Surface.
The principal precautions to observe
In constructing a gravel road surface,
after the subgrade Is prepared, may be
commented upon briefly as follows :
1. The gravel should be delivered
on the work In wagons or cars especially adapted for spreading each load
uniformly over that part of the
for which it is Intended. Where

plete it should be uniform in grade
and cross section. If depressions occur under the roller they should be
corrected by adding gravel and continuing the rolling, and this should be
kept up until no depressions or appreciable waves are produced by the
roller In moving back and forth over
the surface.
7. After the road Is opened to traffic It should be watched very carefully for several months and all defects
which develop should be corrected lm- -'
mediately. The work of maintaining
the road until the surface no longer
"picks up" or ravels under traffic
should be considered an essential feature of the construction. When traffic
is depended upon to compact the gravel, much dragging usually Is necessary In order to secure a smooth,
surface. In fact, the cost of
dragging, under such conditions, frequently may exceed the cost of securing a
surface by means
of rolling.
The construction method described
above Is modified quite frequently by
omitting the subgrade trench and the
rolling. The practice followed In many
localities Is simply to grade up the
roadbed and heap gravel along the
central portion. Traffic Is then depended upon to spread and compact
the gravel and produce a uniform surface. While sofne of the roads constructed In this way are great Improvements over the original earth roads
they are nearly always crowned too
much for comfortable driving, and seldom wear as well as when the more
careful method of construction Is followed. It Is believed, therefore, that
In the long run It usually pays to era- ploy a trenched subgrade and to compact the surface by rolling, though a
possible exception to the economy of
a trenched subgrade may exist where
good gravel may be obtained very
cheap. In this case It may be cheaper
to surface the entire roadway than to
Incur the additional expense of trenching and constructing earth shoulders.
well-bond-
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TO DESTROY SHEEP SORREL

)

sub-gra-

Weed Cannot Be Entirely Extermlnat
ed by Mowing, But It Can Be
Weakened to Great Extent
Sheep sorrel cannot be entirely exterminated by mowing, but It can be
greatly weakened. The weed shosld
be mown as soon as the flowering
stalks have attained full size, but before they have commenced to turn red.
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YES! MAGICALLY!
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CORNS LIFT OUT
WITH FINGERS

Crippled With Rheumatism So He
Had to Be Helped Put
You say to the drug store man,
"Give me a small bottle of freezone."
On His Coat.
This will cost very little but will
positively remove every hard or soft
corn or callus from one's feet
RELIEVED HIM
A few drops of this new ether compound applied directly upon a tender,
aching corn relieves the soreness inI Hav
Taken Threa Bottles Now stantly, and soon the entire corn or
cnllus, root and all, dries up and can
and I Don't Belleva Thera'a
be lifted off withr the fingers.
a Man in Denver Who
This new way to rid one's feet of
Feela Better."
corns was introduced by a Cincinnati
"I Just want to tell you ind every- man, who says that freezone dries In
body else what has happened to me a moment, and simply shrivels up th
since I began on Tanlac," said Harry corn or callus without Irritating the
surrounding skin.
Lilly of 4255 Clayton street, Denver.
If your druggist hasn't any freezoni
"The day I started on Tanlac," he
continued, "I weighed only one hun- tell him to order a small bottle from
dred and thirty pounds. I finished my his wholesale drug house for you. adf
third bottle weighing one hundred and
Horrors of War.
sixty-twpounds a net gain of thirty-tw- o
They were In the eqund under trainpounds. Before I took Tanlac I
was in such a bad fix with rheuma- ing at a certain military center and
tism, disordered kidneys and stomach furnished a contrnst not uncommon
trouble that Ufe was a burden. The those dnys. One was tall and wiry,
pain across my back was something; the other short and puffy, and an houi
awful and if I stooped over somebody of Swedish drill had set the lesser ol
had to help me straighten up. I was the two blowing hard.
"I can't stand much of this," h
examined six or seven times but no
one seemed to know exactly what or whispered. Tin simply nil In," and at
how bad my trouble was. It was a that moment the drill sergennt Intihard struggle for me to get my shoes mated thnt he would give them anon and after I got them on I had to other spell before they were dismissed.
This was too much. The podgy pawalk around a while to get the kinks
triot
felt it was time to protest.
out of my back. I had no appetite
"I'm really awfully sorry to seem
and, honestly, for two years I didn't
eat as much In two weeks as I do In unmllttary in addressing you, sir," hi
snld, "but this Swedish drill Is more
two meals since I took Tanlac.
"Tanlac was recommended to me by thnn I can fuce In my present condi.an old Rio Grande watchman. I start- tion; besides," he added dolefully, "J
ed taking Tanlac and by the time I never knew we were at war with
finished my first bottle every bit of the Sweden."
pain had left my back and I comTen smile for t nickel. Always buy Red
menced to feel like another man. I
ling Blue: have beautiful, deal
had suffered so bad with rheumatism Crou
white clothes. Adv.
In my shoulders that more than half
the time my boys had to help me put
Her Secret Discovered.
my coat on. I got another and that
He "Your soldier friend been in
cleaned up for the rheumatism entire- any engagement?" She "How did
ly. I have taken three bottles now you guess?" Judge.
and I don't believe there's a man In
Denver who feels any better or can do
An Englishman has invented a phoany more work than I can."
process for printing textilei
tographic
There Is a Tanlac dealer In your or wall paper.
town. Adv.
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Fruiti That Are Best Suited for
This Delicious Product.

FECTIH

IS PRIME

ELEMENT

.mount of Sugar Can Be Determined
by the Alcohol Test Mistakes
to Be Avoided by the
Housewife.
(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
A good jelly should be bright, of good
color, and cleur. When removed from
the glass it should retain the shape of
the mold. Good Jelly can be cut with a
distinct cleavage, retaining the angles
where cut. It should sparkle and be
tender enough to quiver without breaking.
Fruit for Jelly Making The juice
from certain fruits, Bueh as grupe,
apple, erabapple, orange, kumquat and
currant, Is better suited for making
a natural fruit jelly than juices from
other fruits. The Juices from these

fruits contain the properties necessary
for Jelly making. The best fruits for
Jelly making contain pectin and acid.
Pectin, the fundamental
substance, does nofexlst In some fruits
In sufficient amount to make Jelly without the. addition of pectin from some
other source. The peach, strawberry
and cherry are examples of fruits
which contain acid but are lacking In
pectin. Tear, guava and quince contain pectin but are deficient In acid.
If the missing property be added to
each of these fruits, a Jelly with the
color and flavor of the fruit selected
can be made.
Extracting the Juice Vfnsh mieh
fruit as berries, grapes and currants
in running water and add one cupful
of water for each pound of fruit. For
apples, quinces, guavas and such hard
fruits, wash, slice and add three cup-- f
uls water to each pound of fruit. The
fruit should be cooked until tender,
a small quantity of water being added
to help extract the Juice. The fruit
Juice will flow more freely when heated than when cold, and the cooking
develops the pectin. As soon as the
fruit Is tender the liquid should be
squeezed through a cheesecloth and
then be allowed to drip, without pressure through a flannel Jelly bag (Illusgood
In
more
women
are
There
thli
good
The color of truth depends a
trated). Overcooking of the fruit is apt
world than great ones.
deal upon the eyes looking.
to result In a cloudy Jelly. After cooling the Juice to room temperature test
It to determine the amount of pectin
present. This test gives some idea of
A
the proper proportion of sugar to Juice.
Add one tablespoonful 95 per cent
know the real human doctors right around in your neighborhood :
YOU doctors made of flesh and blood just like you : the doctors with grain alcohol to an equal volume of
and hearts : those men who are responding to your cali in the
cooled fruit Juice and shake gently.
dead of night as readily as in the broad daylight; they are ready
The effect of the alcohol Is to bring
is
doing
you
done,
has
to tell
the good that Fletcher's Castoria
and
together the pectin in a Jellylike mass.
will do, from their experience and their love for children.
If a large quantity of pectin is present
Fletcher's Castoria Is nothing new. We are not asking you to
it will appear in one mass or clot when
try an experiment We just want to impress upon you the importance
poured from the glass. This Indicates
,
of buying Fletcher's.
that equal quantities of sugar and
(
Your physician will tell you this, as he knows there are a numJuice may be used. If the pectin does
ber of imitations on the market, and he is particularly interested in
oot slip from the glass in one mass,
tne weuare ox your oaoy.
less sugar will be required. A fair
Jelly-makin- g

Message to Mothers

Genuine Castoria always bears tne signature ot

Canada's Liberal Offer of
Wheat Land to Settlers
rh

prosperity.

7

Canada's hearty

invitation this year is more attractive
than ever. Wheat is much higher but
her fertile farm land just as cheap, and
in the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta

If

1 60 Am Homcftnii Art Actually Free to Scttltn
an Other Use Soli it froa $13 to $20 str Acrs
The (teat demand for Canadian Wheat will
keep up the price. Where a farmer can get
near 12 for wheat and raise 20 to 45 bushels to
the acra he U bound to make mono? that'a
what you can expect in Weatern Canada. Wonderful jrielde also of Oats, Barley and Flax.
Mixed Famine in Weatern Canada ia fully at
profitable an industry aa grain raiaing.
The exneUmt f rauea, full of nutrition, are the only
food required either for beef or dairy purposes
tíoodschoola.eburchM, market oonvenlenl, oil mate
exoellenl. There ll an unusual demand for farm
labor to replace the many young men who bare
volunteered for the war. write for literature and
articulara aa to reduced railway ratea to Bupt. of
mmlgratlon, Ottawa, Can., or to

W. V. BENNETT
Room 4, Dee Dldg., Omaha. Neb.
Canadian Government

Agent

IRS
j
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Almost Correct.
Charles was an only child and always associating with his very learnBiggest money made in new fields. ed parents he sometimes talked like a
book.
How $10 made $14,000. All free
Is a sociologist," he told
"My
today.
Nell Petey, father
ior the asking. Write
who'llved in an alley and hud
& Ilunfjerf ord.Denver.Colo. met plenty of sociologists but had
never learned to classify them.
"A what?" asked Tetey.
All Makes of Typewriters
sociologist, and he Is very much
"A
guaranOaab and Installment. All
teed. Ribbon. Write n.
Interested In studying the conditions
Co,
Weatern Typewriter Bolea
of the mentally deficient."
Mil Caaaa at., Bwnr, Cele,
Petey considered fora moment
and then asked: "Is he in a bughouse?"
W
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FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved in water for douches stops

peine catarrh, ulceration audi inflammation. Recommended by Lrdia .
Pinkham Med. Co. for tea year.
A healing wonder for natal catarrh,
ore throat and ora aye. Economical
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or Drain Bag for Use in Jelly
Making (Above) and a Jelly Bag
With Rack (Below).

A Drip

s
cupful of
proportion Is
sugar to one cupful of juice. If the
f
pectin is thin and much separated,
cupful of sufcar allowed for each
cupful of juice will be sufficient.
Quantity of Juice to Cook. The
quantity of Juice to be cooked at one
time will depend upon the size of the
vessel and the methods of heating
available. The capacity of the vessel
used should be four times as great
Re happy. Use Red Croas Bag Blue; as the volume of Juice to be cooked. If
much better than liquid blue. Delights
the attempt is made to cook a large
the laundress. All grocers. Adv.
quantity of Juice at one time over a
of color
Don't think that a fancy umbrella slow flame, there will be a loss
and a decrease in the yield, partly due
v
handle turns the rain.
to the destruction of the pectin.
When to Add Sugar When the proGranulated Eyelids. portion of sugar to Juice has been deL .Cr
Sore Eve. Eyes Inflamed bv termined, measure the fruit juice and
Zhurand Mi'id quickly place over the fire to cook. When the
iy iSan.
relieved by Murine. Try It In
fOfrju'; I
Eyes. juice begins to boil, add the sugar Imyour
Eyesand
In Bab
Z..Sr?r C
IUUR LiUfoSesrtta,JsrfEyeCsfit mediately and stir until the sugar is
dissolved. By adding the sugar when
MKrineEye
Wu
- frm. the juice begins to boll, more time is
Kre Sefvet ta Tuba Ke. For Book
Atk aaaurina Eye Boovad Co.. CUcax
rv

given for the inversion of the sugar bj
the adds of the fruit and there is less

The Right Description.
Employer Did you collect that bill
danger of crystalllration.
from Smith?
Cooking the Jelly. After the sugar
Collector Well, I culled at the house
has dissolved, the cooking should be as and found seven Smiths, there. Six
rapid as possible. Finished Jelly can denied owing anything and the seventh
be obtained more quickly by rapid kicked me out of the house;
cooking. Long cooking will tend to
Employer That's the one. Go back
darken the product and destroy the and get the money.
pectin, which will cause the finished
Jelly to be less firm.
CUTICURA IS SO SOOTHING
Since no definite temperature can be
given for the finished Jelly, the most
To Itching, Burning Skins It Not Only
convenient means of determining when
Soothes, but Heals Trial Free.
It Is finished Is to test It with a spoon
or paddle. Dip a spoon or wooden
Treatment : Bathe the affected surpaddle In the boiling mass. Remove
Soap and hot wa- and cool by moving it back and forth face with Cutlcura
for a few seconds and then allow the
night.
Jelly to drop from it. As long as there Ointment. Repeat morning and
Is sirup present It will run or drop This method affords Immediate relief,
from the spoon. When the Jellying and points to speedy healment. They
toilet uses.
point Is reached, It will break from the are ideal for every-daspoon in flakes or sheets. When this
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Jelly stage Is reached, remove from the Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. L,
Adv.
Sold everywhere.
fire Immediately and skim. Skimming Boston.
at this point saves waste.
Sillies.
Filling Glasses. After skimming the
Sail Why d'yer call me "Honey?"
Jelly, pour at once Into hot sterilized
'Any Because you are my
glasses and set aside to cool.
Cooling and 8eallng. Cool as rapidSail Oh, behlvet
ly as possible, avoiding dust which will
give contamination with mold. When
the Jelly is cold cover It with melted DRUGGISTS PLEASED WITH
paraffin. By running a pointed stick
around the edge of the glass while the
GOOD KIDNEY MEDICINE
paraffin Is still hot, a better seal can
be obtained.
6torlng. .Telly should be stored In a
I have sold your remedy for the past
cool, dark, dry place. If Jelly Is stored fifteen years and have eullicient confidence
in it to give it my personal recommendafor a long period of time, It will de- tion.
one of the beat mediI believe it
teriorate in texture, color and flavor.
cines of its class on the market today and
Mistakes to Avoid. Soft Jelly. Jel- I find pleasure in selling it at all times.
t. your.
erv iinny
lies sometimes are slrupy because more
KAMIJfER'S DRUG STORE,
sugar has been used thnn the fruit
F. V. Kaminer, Prop.,
Juices require or because boiling after Nov. 4, 1916.
Spartanburg, B. U.

three-fourth-

one-hal-

WOMAN NOW IN

PERFECTIIEALTII
What Came From Reading
a Pinkham
Peterson, N. J.
"I thank yon fof
the Lydia E. Pinkham remedies as they
nave made me wen
and healthy. Sometime ago I felt so
run down, had palna

lillk x

bee-love-

the addition of sugar was not continued long enough to drive oft excessive water.
Tough Jelly. Jelly Is tough or
Rtrlngy because too small nn amount'
of sugar was used for the quantity of
fruit juice taken or because the boll-lu- g
was continued after the Jellying
point had been reached.
Crystals in Jelly. Crystals appear
throughout the Jelly because of an excess of sugar. When sugar Is boiled
with an acid for a sufficient length of
time, It is changed into a form which
does not crystallize. Crystals are found
In Jelly sometimes because the Juice
is boiled to too great a concentration
before the addition of sugar, or in boiling the sirup spatters on the side of
the pan, dries, and in pouring the finished product these crystals are carried into the glasses of Jelly, and In
that way the Jelly becomes seeded
with crystals.
Cloudy Jelly. This may be due to
having cooked the fruit too long before straining off the Juice or to not
having used sufficient care in straining the Jujee. Sometimes It is noticed
In apple and erabapple jelly that although it Is clear when first made, the
Jelly becomes cloudy after a time. In
these cases It usually Is due to the use
Of partly green fruit, the starch In this
fruit probably causing the cloudy

i

WW
,

W

y
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in my back and side,

was very Irregular,
tired, nervous, had
such bad dreams,
did not feel like eating and had short
breath. I read your

advertisement

in

the newspapers and
's
bottle cf Lydia E.

decided to try
Vegetable Compound It worked
from the first bottle, so I took a second
and a third, also a bottle of Lydia E.
Pinkham 'a Blood Purifier, and now I am
just as well as any other woman. lad-vis- e
every woman, single or married,
who la troubled with any of the aforesaid ailments, to try your wonderful
Vegetable Compound and Blood Purifier
and I am sure they will help her to get
rid of her troubles as they did me."
Mrs. Elsie J. Van der Sande, 86 No.'
York St, Peterson, N. J.
Write the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicina
Co., (confidential) Lynn, Mass, if yoo
need special advice.
Pink-ham-

A GUARANTEED

HAY

Letter to

Dr. Kilmer t-- Co.
Blnfhamton, N. Y.

FEVER-ASTH-

REMEDY FOR
MA

ll

Your vof tr will
ftirmiti by 700 r antrum
Without sny-- qnMtlon If ihtsj rmój dor not tMufifli
and tb
Will Do For Yoi wr? m of A at h ma. Bronchial tthma
Prove What Swamp-Roo- t
accompanying Ha Fervor. Nc
Athmattci7-mptSend ten cents to Dr. Kilmer & Co., muer bow vioUDt the attaoiu 01 oMÜnat U om
N. Y., for a sample sire
Bintfhamton,
R. SCHIFFNAXTS
bottle. It will convince anyone. You
will also receive a booklet of valuable in-

O

STIILlADOsi

formation, telling about the kidneys and
bladder. When writing, be sure and mention this paper. Large and medium sire
bottles for sale at all drug stores. Adv.

ANO ASTKMADOn CIGARETTES
HM.IB? In ewT ea
poltlTlr trm INSTANT thotiHaod
who bu bftea
and ha p rmanently onrM
after bavin tried eerj other
oonlderd Incurable,
mean
f relief In vain, a.chmnUc abonld arall
themwlve of ihl narante oflttr thrown thelrowa
pacía
and present thli
Bnr a
dmlt
announcement to ?oor arngglit. ioa will be tin

Strange Impressions.
''You go to moving pictures instead
of to the saloon?"
ole lodire a to whether ron are benefitted and tin
Ton back yonr money If ron am
"Sure," repllt'd Broncho Bob. "Llck-e- r 4rnatiW will si" know
of ani fairar propoalUor
do not
not.
never made the world seem wilder wbloh wa ounld make.
It
81. Paul, Mina
films."
o'
some
them
Co.,
Proprietors,
R.
dizzier
than
Schillmann
an'

Win the War!!

Feed the Fighters !

Save the Yields

Harvest the Crops

On the battle fields of France and Flanders, the United States boys and the
Canadian boys are fighting side by side to win for the World the freedom that
would destroy. While doing this they must be fed and every ounce of
muscle that can be requisitioned must go into use to save this year's crop. A short
harvest period requires the combined forces of the two countries in team work, such
as tije soldier boys in France and Flanders are demonstrating.
Pros-aiauis-

Th. Combined Fighters In Franc, and Flandirt and thi Combined
Harvesters

In America

WILL Bring

thi

Allied Victory Nearer.

A reciprocal arrangement for the aae of farm workers has been perfected between the Department ef the Interior of Canada and the Departments of Labor and Apiculture of the United States,
under which it ia proposed to permit the harvesters that are now engaged in the wheat field of Oklahoma, Kansas, Iowa. North Dakota, South Dakota. Nebraska. Minnesota and Wisconsin to mors
over into Canada, with the privilege of later returning to the United State, when the crops In the

United States have been conserved, and help to save th enormous crops in Canada which br that
time will be ready for harvesting.

JELLIES FROM PECTIN.

HELP YOUR CANADIAN

Pectin, the essential
may be extracted from
substance,
fruits rich in It, and this concentrated
product used with the Juices of fruits
deficient In pectin, for the making of
excellent Jellies.
Apple Pectin. One pound apple
pulp (or skins and cores), Juice of
one lemon, four pounds water. Boil
for half to
hour, press
the Juice through a cloth bag, then, allow this juice to drain without pressure through a heavy flannel or haircloth Jelly bag. This juice when cold
should be tested with alcohol to determine the proportion of sugar to add to
a volume of juice. Pectin can be bottled, processed for 15 minutes In a water bath at boiling, and kept until
needed for Jelly making.
Orange Pectin. Cut or scrape the
yellow rind from the peel of the or
ange, the white portion remaining be
Ing passed through the food chopper
and weighed. For each pound of this
prepared peel add two pounds of water and four tablespoonfuls of lemon
Juice, mix thoroughly, and allow t
stand 15 minutes. Then add twe
pounds water, boll ten minutes, let
stand overnight. Next morning boil
ten minutes, allow to cool, press to re?"
move juice and then drain Juice
through a flannel bag. If not desired
for Immediate use, bottle and process
as for apple pectin.
Mint and Orange (or Apple) Pectin
Jelly One pint concentrated orange
(or apple) pectin juice, one pound
sugar, two drops oil of peppermint,
two drops green vegetable coloring.
Bring the orange or apple pectin Juice
to boiling, add sugar, and boll rapidly
until the Jellying point is reached. At
this point two drops Of green vegetable coloring matter is added, together
with two drops of oil of, peppermint.
Stir thoroughly and pour while hot
Into clean, sterilized jelly glasses.
Strawberry and Orange (or Apple)
pint concenPectin Jelly. One-hatrated orange (or apple) pectin, one-hapound sugar,
pint strawberry Juice. Mix orange (or apple)
pectin Juice and the strawberry Juice,
bring to a boll and add sugar. Continue boiling until the Jellying point
is renched. Pour immediately Into hot
sterilized Jelly glasses and skim. When
cold, pour hot paraffin over the Jelly.
Pineapple and Orange (or Apple)
Pectin Jelly. Add one pint orange (or
apple) pectin Juice to one pint pineapple Juice which has been boiled for
ten minutes, add one pound sugar and
continue boiling until the jellying
point Is reached. Pour immediately
into hot sterilized jelly glasses and
skim. When cold, pour hot paraffin,
over the jelly.

NEIGHBOURS WHEN YOUR OWN CROP IS HARVESTED

lf

lf

one-ha-

lf

--

.

..v..

1 1 1

Canada Wants 40,000 Harvest Hands to Take Care of Its
13,000,000 ACRE WHEAT FIELD.

Jelly-makin- g

One cent a mile railway fare from the International boundary tins to destination and the asms
rats returning to the International Boundary.

High Wages, Good Board. Comfortable Lodgings.
An Identification Card issued at the boundary by a Canadian Immigration Officer will guaran-te-a

no trouble in returning to the United Sutes.
AS SOON AS YOUR OWN HARVEST IS SAVED, more northward and ssslst your Canadian
neighbour in harvesting hia; in thia way do your bit In helping "Win the War". For particulars a to
routes, identification carda and place where employment may be had. apply to SuperuMendcnt
of immigration, Ottawa. Canada, or to

three-quarte-

to every farmer or farmer's son
who is anxious to establish lor
himself a happy home and

is open to you

ERICA

W. V. DENNETT, Rosm
'

4, Bee

Dldg., Omaha, Nsbr.

Canadian Government Agent.

University of Notre Dame

HER WORK NOT APPRECIATED

Cook Thought 'Efforts Wasted Because
NOTRE DAME. INDIANA
Master Waa Not Laid Up
Agriculture
In
Offers Completa Course
From Overeating.
Full courses also in Letters, Journalism,
Library Science, Chemistry, Pharmacy, MediA lady had a cook who gave her evCommerce and Law. ery satisfaction, and she was under the
cino, Architecture,
Impression that the cook was equally
WkUoh E.Oolemn,Wab-InjUin.lJ.C- .
Bou free. Hlh-s- t satisfied with her place. But one mornreference. BMlfMUlt.
ing, to the lady's Intense surprise, the
cook told her she was going away.
G. W. Again.
"Whatever do you want to leave for,
"And you mean to say," reprimanded the lrute futlier to his little Jane?" asked her mistress. "I am very
George, "tlmt you drew out $100 that pleased with you, nnd I thought yon
your rich Aunt Patricia placed In the were quite comfortable here."
"Yes, mum, I'm comfortable enough
bank for you Inst Christmas?"
"Father, I cannot tell a lie," an- In a way, but "
The cook hesitated and fidgeted
swered the boy, meekly. "I used it
for a Liberty bond. Thy did it with about.
"Lint what?" queried her mistress.
Indianapolis
advertising."
their
"Well, mum," she blurted out, "the
News.
fact Is, master doesn't seem to appreciate my cookery, and I can't stop In a
These Girls.
. "I wonder
who is ringing the door- place where my efforts to please are
bell. Is it some chump who merely wasted; so I'd rather go, mum."
"But what njnkes yon think that
wants to hang around the parlor, or is
It a nice chappie who wants to take me your master doesn't appreciate your
cookery? Has be ever complained to
for a ride in his automobile?"
"Take a sniff at the keyhole, girlie, you?" asked the lndy.
"No, mum ; but my last master was
nnd see if you can smell gasoline."
always beln' laid up through overeating he said he couldn't help doing so,
Good Memory for Dates.
"Do yu know what day this is?" because by cookery was so delicious;
but master here hasn't been laid up
asked Mri. Occy Wattles, sweetly.
Mr. Wattles. once nil the three months I've been
replied
with you, and that's Just what bothers
"Sure. It's ah "
"We were married Just four years me so, mum 1"
ago this morning" Mrs. Wattles went
Bankruptcy never gets the man
on.
"Yes, sir. I remember Just as though who buys only what he can pay
And er it's nest for.
it was yesterday.
week our lease on the flat expires,
Isn't It?" Kansas City Star.

PATENTS

"Uh-huh,- "

.

Naturally.
A vender of the new "barrel" skirt
was extolling his wares in presence of
a customer's husband. "No lady should
be without one of these skirts," said
the shopman. "Well, of. course not,"
dryly responded the husband, who was
something of, a wag ; "she should be
'
within It.'

If there were no such thing as money
there would still tie a lot of people
invylng a few.

"No

bowl is too

big when it holds

Post

.
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

The Spanish American
--

RaisrriHSD

A

conn 17. 191V

IRVIN OGDEN, SPJ

"The House of Service"

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

:

Saltmptw

Entered as

$1.50

second-clas-

s
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P

School Season

matter at the

postofiice in Roy, New Mexico.

--

Í

to

Thii ottion, under God, hall
have new birth oí freedom,
nd that
overnmrtit of the

people, by the people, for the
people, ihall nut perish from
the earth. Lincoln.

HERE'S

TO

x

.a

i

ALL
SCHOOL
BOOK
.

OLD GLORY, COD

BLESS HER!
If anyone attempts to haul down
the American flag, shoot him on the
spot
John A. Dix.

get anywhere with a car you
have to drive around a section
frequently to avoid mudholes
which could be graded up with
little expense if we had the tools
and would do the work. Some of
the graders that are rusting out
over along the Santa Fe and else
where could be used here to good
advantage, We don't begrudge
the West end their new turnpikes
but would like to have some consideration here or at least permis
sion to spend our roak tax in intelligent improvement on our

Also an extra fine line of
School Supplies
All Books and Supplies are strictly CASH

fathers.
This army of babes, she
is one of France's greatest
lems, and the question has
asked, what right have
children, if any, to live."

Floersheim
"The One Price House
.0

Sarah Bernhardt, in a copyrighted article recently issued,
tells a story of the horrors of
Germanys invasion of France,
which though known to many
people of this country,' brings to
light the magnitude and the awful work of German lust and
barbarity,
The story is almost too horrible
to print, but we must need face
it if we would know why America
must fight and why American
men must on the battlefields of
France, strugle to save th3 coun
try from invasion.
"In the section of France occupied for two years by Germans
but from which they have been
driven, that country faces the
problem of what to do with at
least 100,000 children of violence
the babes of hatred, brutal
fathers and desecrated maids and
wive?, and when the German is
is finally thrust from France
there will be other armies of

lía

and Diarrhoea Remedy

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
"Chamberlain's Colic and Diarrhoea
Remedy waj used by my father about Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
Your
Christian Churcn.
a year ago wht-- he had diarrhoea. It at
relieved hlnr immediately, by taking presence is necessary.
three doses he wan absolutely cured.
Rev. G. B. Hall, Supt
He has great faith in tbis remrdy,"
writes Mrs. W. 11. Williams, Stanley,
n

n. Y.

i

I can loan you money on your
final receipt as easy as on your
patent or warranty deed and
your mortgage need not bear but
6 percent interest. Come in and
let us talk to you about your
loan.
J. E. Wildman, Loen and In- surance Agency. Office at resi- dence north end Chicosa St,
Roy, N. M.

MONEY 'lo LOAN ON REAL
on or address me
at Gladstone, New Mexico.
C. E. HARTLEY
28 M.l pd

Grain Drills,
Disc Plows

S--

HAYRAKES & MOWERS
They Will Intesest You

Praise to the patient mob that
to
bt'"k8 around the White House
bansuffragidiot
the
far down
ners -- Santa Fe New Mexican.

--

need not feel the
every
pinch of labor scarcity if
get into
man able to work will
help in
to
strive
and
the harness
ought
man
loyal
the cause. No
many
as
working
to object to
If
required.
be
hours as may
wm
you
war,
Germany wins this
as the
be making bricks, just
,
Jews once did.
Mmu

MEXICO

ComThe State Corporation
of
case
the
appealed
mission has
per
15c
of
refusal of the raise1
Coal to
ton in freight rates on
adjudicathe Supreme Court for
In the mean time they ask
tion
keep their
that all coal buyers refund if
freight bills handy for
raise is not allowed.

the

Lumber Estimates
Cheerfully Furnished,

7
Ü

Goodman's
THE STORE THAT BUYS YOUR PRODUCE

non

ROY

PLEASANT VIEW
First Stinday each Month
p.m.

at

3,

MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.

Hearn, Pastor.

O. W.

says,

FOR SALE- :- Span mules, 5
been and 6 years old, well broke and
such well matched. N early new wag
on and harness. Apply to Frank
Lukasek, Route "A" Roy, N. M.
or enquire at this office.

prob-

Methodist Episcopal Church
SERVICES ON ROY CIRCUIT
1st

& 3d

at 7.30 P.

Sundays

M

BAPTIST

Are you interested in high Second Sunday in each
month.
grade Jersey Cjws?
Services 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M.
A car load can be brought here
if their is a demand for them.
Call on, address or phone me -

-- Dentist--

-

--

P.
3--

4

L

GUNN,
West of Roy

LODGE DIRECTORY
o-- V

People Speak Well oe
Chamberlain's Tablets

I

One of the Best for a Home
160 Acres three miles north of

Rich
Roy, in good community.
The great fact that stands out soil and shallow water district.
above all the rest is that this is a Good wheat land. $10.00 an acre
Peoples' War, a war fcr freedom Terms if desired. Business lot
and justice and
in Roy free to purchaser of the
amongst all the nations of the homestead. Address
world, a war to make the world
American Land Company,
safe for the peoples who live upTucumcari, N. Mex.
25tf
on it and have made it their own
the German people themselves
JACK P. MILLS
included: and that with us rests
U. S. Commissioner
the choice to break through all
Fillings, Proofs
and all
these hypocrisies and patent
matters;
land
cheats and masks of brute force
Also Surveys and Plats.
and help set the world free, or
Prompt Attention
else stand aside and let it be dominated a long age through by Office at Solano, New Nexico.
sheer weight of arms and the
arbitrary choices of
C.N. ROARK
masters, by the nation
Clayton New Mex.
which can maintain the biggest
LAND PLATS of ad kinds
armies and the most irresistible
Abstracts of U. S. Land
armaments a power to which
Office Records,
MAPS.
the world has afforded no paralPrompt Attention
lel and in the face of which political freedom must wither and
toodrow Wilson,
perish."
For best results mail your
President of the United States.
films toLafayette Studio.
Roy, New Mexico.
Goodman Merc. Co. has in a
car load of corn binders and are
The Government needs Fargetting them set up and ready
as well as Fighters. ' Two
mers
for the fall harvest.
million three hundred thousand
J. F. Baker came down from Acres of Oregon & California
Dawson Sunday to visit his wife Railroad Co. Grant Lands, Title
and baby who have been here at revested in United States. To
her brother, Henry Campbells be opened for homesteads and
for sometime. Mr. .Baker is not sale. , Containing some of best
as well satisfied with his position land left in United States. Large
as he wouid be if their With Copyrighted Map, showing land
was better at the camp, and he bv sections and description of
thinks of getting land and com- soil, climate, rainfall, elevations
ing back to the mesa. He will temperature etc., Postpaid One
read about Roy in the
in Dollar. Grant Lands Locating
10-Co. Portland, Oregon.
future.

Rebekah Degree
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
Grace W. Gibbs
N. G.
Grace V. Ogden Secy.
Visiting Sisters welcome

Pure
UNSWEETENED
EVAPORATED

Goat Milk
The Incomparable Baby Food
The Perfect Food for Invalids

W

1

I

Work, wonder, in restoring health to ihota i
or tomich
uttering with tubérculo
trouble, rontivply naive, thepromeni
12 ox lnl.nlile mulnulnlinn.
X

rut up m

lia
CD.

WIDEMANN.-GOATsM.L-

Phy..c..n

J.

CJ.

B. LUSK

Attorney

at Law

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me
ROY

NEW MEXICO

"

S--

1

I

y-

CHRISTIAN

1--

viduals in the world if real social
ism became the practice.
Waukon Standard.

Bean Harvesters
CORN BINDERS

,

ing at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

Southwestern Hotel

on

We
of subscription again and are
taking out all those who are in
arrears with subscription. This
is nesessary to meet the requirements of the Postal law and also
to meet the demands of the business. If we are to continue to
at $1.50 when most
send the
its class have
in
other papers
been obliged to raise to $2.00 a
year or suspend publication, we
must cut the cost by removing
all from our list who do not prove
they want the paper by paying
for it promptly.' We'd like to
put you back on with a year paid
in advance but that's up to you,
wc are not begging and don.t
want you on the list if the paper
isn't worth the price to you,

Sec'y.

I. O. O. F.
"I have been selling Chamberlain's
Tablets for about two years and heard
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
such jrood reports from my customers
Meets at its own Hall
that I concluded to give them a trial
Every Wednesday
needs
of
Dental
the
attend
to
myself, and can say that I do not beEvening
community.
of
this
lieve there is another preparation
Visiting Brothers always welthe kind equai to them," writes O. A.
McBride, Headford, Ont If you are come.
There is a brand of men preach- troubled with indigestion or constipaR. C. Grunig, . N. G.
ing socialism around the country tion give them a trial. They will do
Wm.
G. Johnson
Sec'y.
good.
yon
who would be the saddest indi-

Get Our Prices

:

lillian Griner,

two-year-o- ld

Sept. 3 To 8

'
aré sending out statements
-

mr

Mies

Meets at the Christian Church,
Koy, N. M every Sunday even-

I have two good
CATHOLIC
mules for sale, They are big felMass once each month at the
lows and the making of W fine
team. The price Í3 right. See me Catholic Church. Dates announc3 miles east and 2 2 north of ed in advance.
Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
Solano.
John Meyrs.
30M1 Pd.
Priest in charge,

roads.

,

JACK MILLS,
Solr.no, N. M.

3 miles South,

Other hard rains Monday and
Tuesday soaked up the town and
country in great shape again.
Many would appreciate it if the
rain would let up until they can
get threshing done and wheat
sowed. There is so" much work
to be done preparing fcr wheat,
threshing and harvesting beans
that farmers are getting fidgettv
over it,

E,

C. Grunig, President

R.

Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
heiffers,
FOR SALE:-Co- ws,
yearlings, calves, Good stock, 11.00 a. m. and 8.00 jvm.
Communion service at the mornprices right. Good White-fac- e
ing
service.
Bull 1,400 lbs". See,

ESTATE:-C- all

of Springer, N. M.. will be in

m

Y. P. S. C.

W2 pd,

Dr. H. S. Murdoch,

Roy

Church Directory

Great Faith in Chambhrlain's Colic

these children to be cared for.
In all the terrible pages of this
worst of wars, there is none more
tragic, more sinister, more devil
ish than this that registers the
blood ot brutality and lust, and
she askes what is to be the fate
of these little ones, begotten by
such brutes, borne by mothers
who necessarily lived in an awful
realization of their agony and
who hated their offsprings as
they hated their lustful brute

For Grammar and
High School have
arrived.
The rains of the last month
have demonstrated the fact that
there are many places where the
roads of this mesa netd fixing.
Some mudholes especially across
small ponds are insufferable as
well as impassible and this on
roads traveled continually.- - To

N

? SELLING OUT?
Then you will have a
PUBLIC SALE.
There's only one REAL Auctioneer in the Country, Thats

Col F.O. WHITE

His address is MILLS N. "
You ean have SALE BILLS
printed and make dates at the
n
Roy.
Office.
New Mexico.
Spanish-America-

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Going Fishing? They have
fishin' tackle to sell at the Fair

Farmer !

M r.

view Pharmacy.

FOR SALE- ;- My ranch farm Notice is hereby given that Nicolas
Herrera of Gallearos. New Mexico, who
Patented land 1,000 on
July 27, 1914, made Homestead ap
acres of leased land, the best plication Serial No. 018189. for the
SW4 NEH; NW4 SEU; Ett SEtt
watered place in this County.
I want to sell by the first of Section 17, Two 17N. Rnar 30E. N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten
Sept. 1917.
tion to make
r
final Proof.
For further information, write to establish claim to the land above
E. B. Cropp Trementina, N. M. described, before V. H. Willcox. U. S.
Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.

Remember This Bank
Will Bac i You!

2,000 acres of

America needs a Big Wheat Crop
next year to put the final quietus to
Kaiserdom.

THE UNIVERSAL. CAR

Roy Garage

-

You're the Man the Country needs NOW
Never think of great profits in this greatest
emergency, Dont be afraid of a bumper crop
pulling prices below the profit
e
demand
President to

fix

t

time.

J.

At Reasonable Rates.

the

a minimum of $2.00 per bushel

Repair Work

.

lÍnÍ8

August

,'

lmmmmmm
,

It is generally admitted that experience is the best teacher, but should
we not make use of the experience of
others as well as our own? The exper
ience of a thousand persons is more to
be depended upon than that of one Individual. Many thousands of persons
have used Chamberlain's Cough Rem.
dy for coughs'and colds with the best
results, which shows it to be a thoroughly reliable preparation for those
diseases. Try It. It is prompt and
effectual and pleasant to take.

Claimant names as witnesses:
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Fablo Rodriguez
Adan Ghrcia
Albiuo Jaramillo
Juan Rodriguez
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
All of Bueyeros New Mexico.
Department
of the Interior U. S. Land
PAZ VALVERDE, Register,
Office at Clayton, New Mex

PHARMACY
Prairie View FAIRVIEW Drugstore
The Roy

8--

Mr. MelbDurn and family and
Mrs. Melbourns sister af Solano
visited at the Weisdorfer home
Sunday and called to see the new
Grunig baby in the afternoon.

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines

NOTICE FOit PUBLICATION

Perodicals and Stationery

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton,
N. M.

Mr. L. Butler and son are visit
ing friends and relatives in Cim-

Eastman Kodaks and Supplies

Aug, 6 1917
Notice is hereby given that
Charles E. Long of Mosquero New
1913 made HE,
Mex. who on

No.

for tho

016891

WJ-SE-

J:

Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Mr. H. A. Bachman and family
left Thursday for their home at
Mrs. Pink Hooper spent Sun
day afternoon with Mre. Ben

intention to make three Year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above
described before F., H Foster, U S
Comr. at Koy,
New Mexico, oa
1917

18N.
Rng. 29E.
Twp.
N M
Claimant names as witnesses:
Meridian has filed notice of in
J, M. Beard
Lee Davis
tention to make three year proof, to
Joseph Wright
Hero Davis
establish claim to the land above
All of Roy New Mexico
described, before w H willcox U
PAZ VALVERDE
Commissioner, at his office at Roy
N M on the 21st day of Sept. 1917.
Register.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Edward L Fuller
Cleve Hamil
John C Llnson
Fred P Tinker
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
All of Mosquere N. M,
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
2

C. U.

Grunig.',.

J

Aug. 14 1917
Notice is hereby given that
Jesse M Johtison of Roy, N.M. who
on Dec. 10,1912 andAdd'l Jine 9, 1913
madeH. E. & Add'INos. 01f299, 016146
for NEi and NwJ;S. 23 T 2Lv. R26E
N. M. P Meridian, has filed notice of

Sec 21 Sept. 25,

M. D. Gibbs, Prop.

Canton Oklahoma.

É

Stbokq. County Treasurer

Tom

J.

Tatlor,

Jr. Abanado

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

A School Meeting was called
Tuesday evening for the purpose
of crettine seats for the new
school.

Mora, New Mexico

8

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.

County

E. C. Hollinger, Asst.

aaWaV
'

arron.

Experience is the Best Teacher

3, 1917

SEJ-SW-

NEW MEX.

Agent of the War
Department has been here several days investigating reports of
and of treasonable
slackers,
utterances made by some parties
here who are not in sympathy
with the Government in the war
We do not know just where
lightning is apt to strike but trust
some parties will come to their
senses and at least refrain from
talking treason.

sale, fresh-W- .
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
II. GUTIIMAN,
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Roy, N. M.
Office at Clayton, New .Mexico,

C0WS:-f- or

Notice is hereby given that Edward
Department of the Interior U. S. Land Hubler, of Mosquero, N. M., who on
February 12, 1914. made Homestead
Office at Clayton, Hew Mexico,
application Serial No. 017476, for the
Aug. 14, 1917.
Wi NWH; KVi SWU, Sec. 1, Twp.
Notice is hereby given that Juin 18N., Rng 2SE., N M P Meridian, has
Roybal of Buoyeros N M. who on Avg filed notice of intention to make Final
23 1912 made H. E. No. 015141 for Lot.-- , Three year proof to establish claim
2, 3, 4 and
J
Sec" Twp 19N to the land above described, before W.
U. S. Commissioner at hl3
ling. 31E. N.M. P. Meridian has filid H. Willcox,
office at Roy,' N. M., on the 13th day
notice of Intention to make five year of September, 1917.
proof to establish claim to the
Claimant names as witnesses:
land above described, before Register
Albert H. McGlothlin, William T.
and Receiver U. S. Land Office at Clay
Lofton, Curtis N. Skinner, Thoma3 M.
tan New Mexico on Sept 21 1917.
Longley, all of Mosquero, N. M.

BANK
A special

day of September, 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
Apolonio Arguello, Manuel Lucero,
Faustin - Hernandez, Alfonso C. da
Daca, all of Gallegos, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.. M., on the 15th

NOTICE TCI! PUBLICATION

ROY TRUST & SAVINGS
ROY,

Hayes Real Estate Co.

L.

MILK

Davenport Bro's, proprietors
New Mex.
ROY,

part to win the war,

Plow that land and sow it to wheat! Remember, This bank backs you. We'll lend you
Money at reasonable rates, on proper security.

Plenty of mony to loan on
- long
real estate. 9 pefl-en-

Cars Housed and Cared for

Every bushel you raise will pay a profit and
do its

Three-vea-

and LIVERY

line--th-

is too great and the Food Biil empowers

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, ü. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
August 3, 1917

,

Aug 14. 1917.
Notice Is hereby given that William
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
S Arnold of Solano N. M. who on Juue
12, 1913 made H. E. No. 016215 for
Department of the Interior
10J SEi.
Sec. 8
U. S. Land Office at Clayton N M. SWJ Nwi, Sec, 9tnl
Sec. 17
Township 18N. Range 26E. N. M.
Aug 6 1917
P Meridian, has filed notice of inten
Notice is hereby given that Webb
tion to make Three Year Proof, to estab
E..Kidd of Roy N. M. who on
lish claim to the land above described
Sept. 18, 1914, made H. E. No. 0184,ii
before F.H. Foster U. S. Commisioner
SEi-NESee 25,
i
for the
Twp,19N Rng 25E. and SWJ: Sec 19 at his office in Roy, New Mexico, on
25, 1917,
Sec 30 Sept
Lot 2, and SEJ-NClaimant name3 as witnesses:
Twp 19N. Rng 2GE NMPM, hal filed

Titles to Landa in the Mora Grant are beingj
straightened out and we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.

Agriculturist of Union County
Miss Shirley Nutter came home
'was in Roy Wednesday confer- from Albuquerque Monday to
ring with Prof, Trumbull and visit at the parental Nutter home
Dr. Hare, on the subject of crop on the ranch.
statistics.

SEJ-NE-

.',

NJ-SW-

E'-N-

WE HAVE A VREAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

'

All Matters entrusted to us dispatched with Promptness and Accurcy
Your Uusinnss Respectfully Solicited

.

NJ-N-

The Southwestern
Hotel

Roy Telephone Co.
Gils trap Bro's,
Office and Exchange,

Now under Management of

Connects with

J.F.ARNETT

LONG-DISTANC-

J,

Prop's
ROY, N. M.

2

PHONE at Springer.

E

'

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
and intermediate points.
Lines conRoy City Exchange,
nected.
ServiceEfficient

Refitted and Refurnished thruout

Rural-Communi-

Rooms 50c, 75c & $1.00
MEALS Served at

ty

8--

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

The Home Restaurant
Roy, New Mexico

RZ3EB

Short Orders

Regular Meals
J.F.ARNETT

N. M. Baker
Henry Stons
notice of intention to make Three
3. M. Finch
Leopoldo Andrada
Years Final Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described
All of Roy New Mexico
before F H Foster, U S Comisioner at
PAZ VALVERDE,
office at Roy N. M., on the lish
register
day of Sept 1017
Claimant names as witnesses:
Henry Stone
P. J. Laumbach
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
N, M. Baker
Geo. H. Ray
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
All of Roy New Mexico
Office, at Clayton, New Mexico,
Aug, 6. 1917
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Notice is hereby given that
Andrew J. Mnvberry of Roy New
Mex, who, on February, 12 1914 made
Homestead Entry No. O17505 for SEi
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
and Swi Sec 14 Twp, 21N. Range 26K.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land New Mexico Principal Meridian, has
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
filed notice of intention to make three
Aug. C, 1917
year proof, to establish claim to the
Notice is hereby given that Robert Land above described l efore F. H.
G Gambrel of Roy, New Mexico who Foster U. S. Commissioner at Roy
on Aug. 24 191 Imade H E . No. 01837a New Mexico on Sept 17 1917
SEl-SwSwJ-Sfor
Claimant names as witnesses:
S 15
S22T21NR2HE N.M
J, M. Beard
J. L. Wright
PMerinian, has filed notice of intention
Roy Beard
S F Davi3
to make three year final proof to estab
All of Roy N M
lish claim to the land above described
PAZ VALVERDE,
before F H Foster, U S Com, at Roy
Register.
N M on the 17th day of Sept 1917

Prop'r.

Young People of Limited Means Have
Special Advantages at

The University oí New Mexico

9--

EJ-SE- 1

J,

J,

1

j

j

9--

A.

AT ALBUQUERQUE

UHF

e

R

D

CHIROPRACTOR-(Pronounced

.

,

The University's bureau of employment, for students who wish to
earn all or part of their expenses has beconio famous for Its efficiency.
Á larger percentage of students of the University of New Mexico earn
all or part of their college expenses than in any other State University.
Albuquerque business institutions cooperate actively with the University in Riving employment to students who are worthy, willing to
work and need assistance in making their way to an education.
-

I wish to announce that
This rribnth will be your last
Opportunity to obtain the services of a jChiropractic
Army after
Treatment from me as I expect to be in the
September 1st.

Do it now!
Office in the G. Kitchell Block,
Roy,

Office Hours
9'

to

12

, 1.30

to

5

;

N.M.

The New

All-Ye- ar

Schedule

Will be inaugurated when the University opens on Monday, October 1,
college year. Thereafter the University will operate
for the J.91
forty-eish- t
weeks in every year, tho work fallfng into four periods of
three months each. T the student who must earn his own way this
new schedule, adopted primarily as a war measure, is of utmost importance. Under it he may attend the University six months, earn
money six mcntlfs and resume college work from period to period
without loss of credit, graduating in five years.
r
schedule possesses special advantages for every
The new
By
young man and woman who is earnestly seeking an education.
means of it the student no longer must adapt his circumstances to the
University's schedules. The University now is able to adapt its scjied- uleu so as to meet any 'reasonable need of the individual student.
Thcro Is matter of special interest for YOU in this new schedule.
Get full Information today. Address David It. Boyd, President, Uni
versity of New Mexico, Albuquerque, N. M.

j

Claimant names as witnesses:
E J II Roy
George Cockeifll
Ed Cantrell
Frank A. Roy
All of Roy New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,
3 IS

--

Register

15

NOTICE i"0R PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Aug. 6. 1917

Eclipse
FOR SALE A
Notice is hereby given that
Windmill, in good repair, direct Adán M Garcia of Bueyeros N, M. who
on Marjh 3 1913 made HE No 015420
stroke. Will sell it right.
T. R. PINT 2 miles east and 2 for SEi S 27 T .9N R 3 IK, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
south of Roy.
toimik three Year Proof, to establish
12-fo- ot

Farm For Sale

claim to the land above described, be-- 0
fore Register & Receiver U. S, Laitd
Office Clayton N. M. on the 2!)th day
of Sept. 1917

320 acres 4 miles northwest of
Claimant names as witnesses:
Roy, well improved, $12.00 per JuiinRoybil
Beueyer s N. Mex,
acre 100 acres fenced, SO acres Claudio Martinez, Abelino Martinez
Ei carnación Martinez all of Rosebud
crop. See me at the farm.
New Mexico
Anton Kwiecien
Paz Val verde,
Roy, N. Mex.
,
Ltgister
5

i

THE

FOREIGN

All EPITOME OF

Parliament
Oct. 16.

RECORD OF THE
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

ACHIEVE-

MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
WwMni Newepaper Union Newt
'

Brlcc

ABOUT THE WAR
Since April 9 the entente allies
fcave made prisoner 167,780 men of

en-m- y

armies.
a
In Rumania the
front is stiffening and further Ger-- .
man gains hare been blocked.
Eleven persons were killed In air
raids on the British coast. Three
enemy planes were shot down.
Berlin reports the Russians havs
teen driven from the Aa river. Petro-trasays the fighting Friday was confined to fusillades.
Gen. Cadorna Is still hard after
the Austrian! all along the Isonzo
front, and seems to be going toward
1U objective at will
The Germans have begun an offensive on the eastern front. Berlin reports some success near Kemmern
and along the Dvina.
Dead Man's hill, famous in the Verdun fighting, has been captured by
the French, together with Avocourt
wood and other German strongholds.
Incendiary bombs, which were
dropped by two German aviators on
two hospitals behind Verdun killed
ten wounded men, one woman nurse
and nineteen trained male nurses.
In the week which ended August
steamships of 1,600
19, five French
tons or more were sunk by mines or
submarines, according to the weekly
official report.
Four vessels under
1,600 tons were
sunk. No fishing
ships were destroyed.
British forces were driven from the
positions gained on the Ypres-Menlroad In tjelr violent drives of Wednesday and Thursday by a furious
German assault Friday. The Germans
made great sacrifices, and official reports tell of enormous losses under
the fire of the big English guns.
Arund Lens the struggle Is continuing with the British and Canadians
advancing their positions steadily.
The French captured the famous Hill
104 In the Verdun battle Friday and
thereby took from the Germans tho
most Important point in their posBes-- '
slon. Without this bill they are unable to watch the movements of the
French army.
,
RuBso-Rumanla-

d

,

WESTEBN
1

Miners are again

at work at

Gallup,

N. M.
At Tucson, Ariz., the district exempmarried men
tion board held sixty-siy lip bad previously been excused.
x

Six hundred soldiers of the battalnegro infanion of the Twenty-fourttry were disarmed as a result of
h

Thursday night's race riots at

Hous-

ton, Texas.
Because of the strike of smelter
raen at the Washoe works at Anaconda, the Anaconda Copper Mining Company announced another shutdown of
Its properties in Montana.
Word was received in Denver of tho
sudden death of Private Franklin C.
Bmith of Battery B while he was' visiting his father, the Rev. Franklin C.
Bmlth at Lander, Wyo. He was 21
years old. Appendicitis was the cause
0 bis death.
Twelve white men, among them
civilians, police officers and national
guardsmen, were killed and more
than a score of men, women and
children were wounded in a riot at
Houston, Texas, of negro soldiers of

the Twenty-fourtfantry.

United States

Smith M. Fallís, battalion

in-

sergeant-major-

until

a recess

ITALIAMSCAPTURE TALKING TOO MUCH

GET OFFICERS' STRAPS

23.000

NEW MEXICO. MEN WIN HONORS
IN CALIFORNIA.

,

attached to the Denver army
recruiting station for the last four
months, has been transferred to Casper, Wyo. Private Roy G. Snyder, also
an attache of the Denver station, was
transferred as an assistant to Sergeant-Major
Fallís.
WASHINGTON
The government's shipbuilding program calls for a total of 1,270 ships of
7,968,000 tonnage.
President Wilson may address Congress at the same time he answers the
pope's peace proposals.
Belgians will get food quickly and
neutrals will have some of their wants
supplied through an agreement entered into by the food commission and
the governments of the neutral European countries.
Henry A. Garfield, coal administrator, gave warning that all the machinery of the government will be used to
carry the benefits of prices Ue President has fixed on coal, through to tho
.consumer, and that if necessary td accomplish this end the government will
take over the mines. Mr. Garfield
warned the public that the government would not have Its purposes
thwarted on any technical grounds.
Inspiration, Ariz., In a wire to tho
National Emergency Food Garden
' Commission, claims to have the biggest war garden in the West,

I new Mexico

'

Salonizl destroyed

PRISOtJERS

Some Like to Pretend They Know
Austrians are crying for peace, says'
'
More Than They Do.
subject Just from Vienna.
Announcement Made of Commission!
of
Pope's peace proposal was Issued
SWEEPING DRIVE PLACES MONTE
Given at Officers' Training Camp
bis own accord and not at request of
SANTO SAFELY IN THEIR
at the Presidio.
to Pose as AuDesire
Who
People
chansays
German
powers
Central
POSSESSION.
a
Responsible
for
Are
thorities
cellor.
Lot of Mischief.
Weetern Newspaper Union News Servios.
Thirty chiefs and sub chiefs of
Yaqul tribesmen, who have been In
Albuquerque, N. M. The names oi
governA man had planned to go fishing. He the men in the reserve officers.' trainrevolt against the Mexican
FRENCH GAIN ON MEUSE wanted to take a train early next ing camp at the Presidio in San Franment, have accepted amnesty.
morning, get to the fishing ground by cisco who won commissions were anGerof
England, the archenemy
obout eight o'clock, and Have a full nounced, and among the men from
many, must be beaten down at whatHe stopped at the drug New Mexico who qualified for comever cost. Emperor William told his NEW VERDUN DRIVE PUTS BEAU' dny's sport.
extra supply of hooks. missions and their ranks, are:
buy
an
to
store
troops while on a visit to the Flanders
MONT IN ARMY REACH, WITH
Major A. W. Hanson of Gallup.
It was ono of those towns where drug
front.
9
sell fishhooks, books, real esPETAIN ADVANCING.
stores
Captains
James W. Garr, Deming;
M. Savinkoff, acting Russian ministate, groceries, hardware and take or- Rollln Witter, Albuquerque; I R. For
resignaresigned.
His
war,
has
of
ter
ders for coal. The man told the clerk ney, Ros well; A. G. Gill, Las Cruces.
tion was the result of military and po- Weetern Newspaper Union News Service.
where he was going and what he was
First Lieutenants L. D. Ferlet, N.
litical differences with Premier KerThe clerk was very affable M. Infantry; D. C. Imboden, Silvet
plnnnlng.
Rome, Aug. 27. The Italians have
ensky.
made a further advance on the Isonzo nnil much Interested. He worked in City; A. R. Seaman, Roswell; W. H.
was Neblntt, 'Silver City.
The French war cross hkas been front
north of Gorlzla, closely pursu- a fish story of bis own while he
awarded to R. A. Drake, Franklin, N. ing the
hooks.
up
the
wrapping
William E.
Second Lieutenants
Austrians, the war office anH., of the American ambulance field nounces.
"And now," said the man, "I want Williams, N. M. Inantry; J. B. Wick-ard- ,
service for driving through a barrage
I
Las Cruces; Winfred Houghton,
Austrian counter attacks on the Car-s- to use your phone for a minute.
of gas shells.
must cnll up the station and learn Just Mesilla Park; P. R. Upton. Deming;
were repulsed.
The first detailed account of tho
C. E. Turner, Roswell; J. F. Runyon,
The number of prisoners has been when the train goes."
said the clerk, N. M. Infantry; J, W. Miller, Albudisastrous fire at Salonlkl is con- increased to more than 23,000 men and
"It goes at
tained in a Reuter dispatch from that 600 officers, in addition to what great obligingly.
querque; H. F. Smith, Artesla; R. L.
city which says that 60,000 persons amount of booty has been captured.
The clerk sntd he was sure of it, so Forest, Hurley; C. N. Hilton, Socorro;
are homeless and that the property
Edwin
The total losses of the Austrians the mnn did not trouble to telephone, Bryan Mudget,
Carlsbad;
less is enormous.
from all causes are reckoned at nearly ne reached the station next morning Schutz. Sliver City; T. M. McClure,
100,000, the most Important of which, at five minutes after six. The train Roswell; Uil Lane, Las Cruces; H. B.
Twenty thousand Austro-Germaprisoners are estimated to have been in the Carso region, have not yet been hnd left at six, nnd there would not Cooley, Roswell; Carl Mlnnlgerode,
Picked officially announced.
It is said that be another till afternoon by which he Las Cruces; A. J. Coats, Mesilla
taken within three days.
troops of the Kaiser have been sac- among the losses of the Austrians are could reach the place where he want- Park; S'. L. Dunlop, Silver City; O.V.
rificed in vain attempts to stem the many men of the famous Twelfth di- ed to go. The man went back to the Hartshorn, Carlsbad.
vision, popularly known as the "iron drug store, called the obliging clerk
allied advance.
out Into the alley and kicked him three
The statement that King George division."
State Cost Per Capita Increases.
With Monte Santo securely in their times, real hard.
has conferred the Order of Knight
Fé. Pointing out that the
Santa
The clerk was not a very large youth per capita cost of state government in
Grand Cross of the Bath on James W. possesssion, the Italians are continuBain-sizzing
than
over
the
eastward
their
defense
no
drive
better
offer
could
nnd
Gerard, former American ambassador
New Mexico has increased from 3.09
plateau, notwithstanding the vio- to promise to have the man arrested
to Germany, appears in London in an
In 1913 to $3.20 in 1917, or 88 per cent,
lent resistance of the Austrians.
for assault and bnttery.
Hager-tnan- ,
official announcement.
man. former Governor Herbert J.
are lending wonderthe
said
right,"
Italian
airmen
all
"That's
AsTaxpayers'
of
president
The officers and men of the first
the
ful aid to Gen. Cadorna's forces, dropbreaking the law, but if
sociation, in an address at the annual
regiment of the Polish Legion have ping bombs or using their machine "Maybe I'm
you
me arrested, be sure
meeting of the association here, said:
resigned in a body. The commander guns with telling effect on troop con- you have
don't take me before a Judge who likes "In no way can we collectively more
has published an order accepting the
small
a
behind
line.
the
be
worth
will
centrations
to go fishing. It
clearly demonstrate our loyalty and
uslgnation and sending the regiment
fine, though, if Tve taught you a prop- patriotism
to Galicia to be disbanded.
at this time than by elimParis, Aug. 27. Another smashing er lesson."
inating the unnecessary waste of monA dispatch to the London Exchange blow by the French on the right bank
clerk.
sputtered
the
"What lesson?"
ey which has become part and parcel
Telegraph from Melbourne says Adele of the Mouse in the Verdun sector
"That you haven't any business to
s
Fankhurst, daughter of the English netted a gain of about
of a tell a man a thing when you don't of our political Institutions. This
much, at least, is due from the stay-i- t
suffragette leader, was sentenced to n mile on a front of two miles and a half, know whether it is true or not."
homes to those who are giving all
for
demon'
a
month's imprisonment
Most people who Volunteer informagiving the French possession of the
stration she started outside parlia Fosses and Beaumont woods and tion without knowing whether it is :hey have in training camps and
trenches."
ment building.
bringing them to the outskirts of the right escape being kicked for it. That
exchnnge.
says
an
pity,
a
almost
seems
village
Beaumont.
of
conducting
are
of
Germany
Friends
Trade Boosters See Bean Fields.
The official report from the war of- If everyone of them could be kicked
propaganda
in Mexico newspaper
A twenty-milride in
Estancia.
formative
early
and
against the United States, but up to fice also records artillery fighting of Just once in the
lutos furnished by the Estancia peodevelopment,
this
of
their
period
on
304,
the
great
hill
violence
around
have
the present time the efforts
wretched old world might be saved a ple a procession of cars half a mile
failed of their purpose insofar as the left bank of the Meuse.
long took the Santa Fé trade excurFrench advance posts have reached good many mishaps.
and influential
better
educated
sion into the heart of the bean belt
they
say
things
that
who
people
the
and
of
The
Bethlncourt
the outskirts
class of Mexico are concerned.
and the prosperity belt the alluvial
most
a
responsible
for
Forges brook. Two Ger- don't know are
The proposed prohibition of bathing banks of the
They are lopes near the foothills of the Man-lan- o
on the heights of the appalling lot of mischief.
mountains ten miles west of Esat home in Germany to save fuel and mán attacks
Meuse were repulsed with large losses. usually very affable and agreeable fel- tancia, where the best farming counsoap is called rank folly by the
to
is
life
in
air
lows. Their chief
try Is located. The velvet like uplands
Zeitung of Berlin. The paper
At least, that Is the Impresplease.
here are dotted everywhere with snug,
says many public baths already are
KEREN8KY WARNS OF PERIL.
sion which they try to give. As a matranches, each with its little
attractive
closed, owing to a lack of coal, and atactucommonly
are
they
ter of fact,
tributes notable increases in skin dis- Premier Declares Policy of "Blood and ated more by a desire to pose as au- bunch of trees and its windmill, each
by green growing crops,
eases, dysentery and other disorders
Iron" Will SUmp Out Treason.
thorities than by any real wish to do lurrounded
to enforced uncleanllness.
passing anybody a service. They are merely beans and corn, forage crops and vegis
Moscow.
"Russia
through a period of mortal danger," gratifying their own vanity. They do etables, many with good looking
SPORTING NEWS
Premier Kerensky told the National not mean any harm. They like tp
Standing of Western League Cluba.
Won. Lost. Pot Conference which assembled in Mos- talk.
CLUBS.
They like to pretend that they
Would Form Two Regiments.
.594
13
10
Lincoln
present situation know a lot more than they do know.
cow
the
consider
to
13
.69i
19
Omaha
Santa Fé. With the Idea of preserv
14
19
.676 of the country and plans for a new They like to think that they think.
Hutchinson
17
15
.531 national government.
Wichita
And stf long aa they can find unwary ing the state identity of New Mexico
17
15
.461
St. Joseph
He declared that any attempt to persons who listen to them and never toldlers, and to prevent a large num'.
19
18
.404
Denver
19
.40Í take advantage of the conference for know the difference, they Indulge the ber from being distributed among reg13
Joplin
1
13
.40
Llnd-lePes Moines
an attack on the national power, as habit until it gets such a hold on them iments of other states, Governor
asking
secretary
war
of
governwired
the
embodied in the provisional
that they can't tell the exact truth
Bob Cannefax, world champion
ment, would be repressed pitilessly even when they happen to know the hat New Mexico be allowed to supply
Denver
billlardist, enthused
two regiments for the new army in"by blood and iron."
truth.
devotees of the cue game with his exstead of one. The present quota calls
began with a
The proceedings
hibitions.
tor more than enough men for one
speech by Premier Kerensky, lasting
Appreciating Our Blessings.
regiment and not quite enough for
shady
Eleven members of the Dayton, O., an hour and a half, pronounced In a
on
the
walking
They were
Central League baseball team were nervous, impressive voice, which side of the street. The fat one in two and the governor plans to raise
more or less badly hurt when a fast aroused tremendous applause, mainly black georgette puffed along like a '.he additional men by calling for volfreight crashed into the rear end of a from that tmrt of the theater occupied fake nature grampus. And In her eyes unteers.
passenger train in which they were by the democratic organizations and was honest envy of her spotted lawn
New Matron for Las Vegas Normal.
riding at Mansfield.
members of the cabinet, but the Duma companion, who talked as she stepped
who
one
industrial
spryness
of
Moscow
the
and
along with the
Las Vegas. The board of regents
,Bob McGraw, Colorado boy, whose members
d
of ths New Mexico Normal University
has nothing to carry but so many
pitching prowess is known over the deputies also at times participated.
M. Kerensky spoke resolutely em
have announced the election of Mrs.
bones:
state, this year playing with the Newplayed in
"Yes, Indeed, I'm as limber as when Mary Moss of La Grange, Ga., as ma- ark club in the International League, phasizing the role he had
up and down ron to succeed Mrs. Mabel E. Hall,
has been recalled by the New York recent events and his determination I was a girl. I can run
ever,
and I al- vho resigned.
as
future.
same
events
in
the
steps
the
guide
to
American League team and will Join'
to put on my
the Yanks at the close of the Interna- RIOTERS TAKEN TO COLUMBUS. ways sit on the floor
shoes and stockings."
New Judge Makes Appointments.
tional League season, Sept. 10.
"Well, all I got to say, Josephine,
Fé. District Judge Reed Hol- Up Houston Taken
Santa
Shot
Who
Negroes
GENERAL
you ought to go down on your mar- ioman has appointed former apeaker
Civil
Authorities.
From
Drafting of unemployed is recomthankfulness, for you are of. the House Roman L. Baca, court
Houston. Tex.. Aug. 27. Though row bones in
mended.
your
heaven on earth. I Interpreter, and Miss Genevieve Harhaving
Houston generally breathed distinct
The 1918 encampment of the G. A. relief that martial law will end and haven't run a step this twelve years, mon, formerly in the office of the atI left off sitting on the floor the torney general court stenographer. He
R. will take place in Portland, Ore.
that the rioting negroes of the Twenty- - and
I weighed one hundred fifty-fivday
state-wide
alleged
poThe start of an
also appointed the following Jury
fourth infantry are no longer in a
you what, Josie, If we flould only
tell
I
plot to destroy foodstuffs was re- sition to cause further trouble, county
commission: Levi A. Hughes, James
we
have
blessings
when
our
vealed at Cincinnati, Ohio.
and Juan Ortiz.
officials expressed resentment that appreciate my activity
and your good L. Sellgman
em like
The direct charge that many of the forty of them tndicted here for mur eyes this would be a mighty fine
hundreds of fires in the Northwest are der, should have been taken from tneir world."
Albuquerque Men Are Ready.
of incendiary origin was made by the authority.
we mortals
how
wise
shows
Which
Thirty men of the
Albuquerque.
"The fact that they were removed
slate forester's office at Portland, Ore.
are after it is too late. Washington 258 called for physical examination
mean
M.,
not
does
N.
Columbus,
to
to
be
Boris De Lasklne, who claimed
and passed as fit for service have
ultimately take a hand Star.
timlllionalre manufacturer, was exam- that we will not
made no claim for exemption. Their
At
District
said
punishment,"
their
In
ined by a Detroit draft board and it torney
Use Dogs In War.
names have been sent to the governmy opin-Io- n
H.
"In
Crocker.
John,
was announced he passed the physical
There are 10,000 dogs In the service or as the first increment of tha 129
the court martial which will be
Usts. Ford claimed exemption on in- held hv the military authorities does of the humanitarians In the war, of that will make up the county's quou
shepdustrial grounds.
the draft.
not abrogate the right to trial by the which the majority are German
After four years in the Arctic, much civil authorities. Those who escape herd dogs. In war duties the German
of the time stalled and beyond reach punishment in the military court will shepherd dog works mainly at night,
New Claimant to English Estate.
is be prosecuted in the courts of Harris after the heat and fury of the fray,
of rescue, Donald B. MacMilland
Santa Fé. Anita English de Mon
for obvious reasons. The wounded in toya is the latest claimant to the e&
safely homeward bound. A wireless county."
a daytime battle, left deserted for the tate of Lee English, the Dolores cat
message from him to President Henry
Reply to Vatican Ready.
time among the dead by their comFairfield Osborn of the American Mu
recently killed by lightning,
President Wilson's panions, If able to do so, seek what tleman
Washington.
seum of Natural History of New York
claiming
to be a child of the first wife
proprotection they may find from the
so reported. It was dated Wednesday reply to Pope Benedict's peace
of English. English left 200 head of
completed
is
seek
and
the
They
been
has
bullets.
posals
and
Neptune
ship
shells
and was from the relief
cattle valued at 112,000.
ready to go forward to the Vatican.
shelter of trees, rocks, hollows, or
off the Newfoundland coast.
$7,500,000 Camp Ready September 15,
diffwhat not, and after having with
What is left of the Grand Army
Deming. Quarters - for six regl
Beet Sugar Producers Cut Prices.
they
protection,
such
gained
iculty
the Republic passed in reof
Washington. Beet sugar producers often become unconscious.
is the ments of the new national army at
It
view before the citizens of Boston. of the country have agreed with the
duty of the trained dogs to locate Camp Cody here will be ready on
About 8,000
food administration to limit the price them and to see that help is extena schedule time Sept 1, according to
men were In line, as compared with of their sugar to a basis which should
an announcement by MaJ. Charles H.
ed to them from the nearest ambu
nearly 60,000 who formed the parado result in a reduction of about
a
constructing quartermaster.
Miller,
corps.
lance
at the last reunion.
pound from the present price, effecthundred workmen are em
Three
Kdsel Ford, son of Henry Ford, mul ing a saving of $30,000,000 to the conployed on the construction work,
fitrlklnn an Averaas.
a Russian diplomat, was arrested ori suming public between now and the
I
Why are which includes the erection of 1,100
Here
Officer
Recruiting
ht Arrival at San Francisco on a first of next year.
buildings. The camp Is two miles and
you both on the scales at once?
transnaciflc steamer by federal au
a half long and two miles wide,
to
too
light
Well,
he's
Applicant
One Day Protest Strike.
thorities as a German spy suspect. He
going
There have been no labor troubles.
so
we're
heavy,
too
pass
I'm
and
Moscow. Labor unions are opposing
had a Russian passport, $82,000 In
in
us
The cost of the camp will be approxl
ye'll
let
hopes
up
in
average
to
cash and seventeen trunks, the author the Moscow conference and have anmately $7,500,000.
that way. Judge.
strike in protest
nounced a one-daities said.
'
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STATE NEWS
Weetern Newapaper Union Newi Service.
COMING ICVKNTS.
18-2- 0.
Bept.
Stats Bar Association

annual meeting at ltoawell.
Sept.
8
Seventh Annual Northern
New Mexico Fair at Union.
Sept.
Farmers' Fair at Las
Cruces.
Kept.
Dona Ana County Fair
at Laa Cruces.
5
Oct.
Women's
of
Convention
Clubs at Gallup.
2
Oct.
Woodmen of tha World
rully at Santa F4.
2b-2-

26-2-

26-2-

Wheat is being threshed in the Clo-vl- s
district.
Laying steel on the North Texas ft
Santa Fé railway is in full swing.
Fred Arthur has been appointed supervisor of the Gila National Forest.
An outbreak of diphtheria Is reported from southwestern Torrance county.
A hearing will be held on the two
wills of E. A. Miera at Bernalillo, on
Sept. 3.
The State Land Office sold 12,000
acres of state land in Luna county for
$40,000.

Federal officials will open bids Sept
for erecting a postoffice building
at Raton.
Out of 324 men examined, it is es
timated that there will be 100 exemptions at Socorro.
Walter Gray, one of the clerks in
the Columbus postoffice, has been detailed for duty In France.
One man was instantly killed and
three others were injured in an auto
mobile accident six miles west of Gal12

lup.

The El Norte Copper Company of
Silver City Incorporated with $1,000,- 000 capitalization, of which $2,000 19
paid up.
S. M. Brown of Deming, a patient at
the New Mexico hospital for the in
sane, killed hlmtelf by blowing his
brains out with a shotgun.
The Woman's Museum Board Is put
ting the final touches to the plans for
lt headquarters in the beautiful new
Museum building at Santa Fé.
Jesse Allen, Jr., who shot and killed
William Tiger of
his brother-in-law- ,
Brlstow, Okla., was acquitted at the
preliminary hearing at Socorro.
The sum of $798.32 has been added
to the municipal treasury since Aug.
1 of this year as the result of an oc
cupation tax drive at Albuquerque.
The Woman's Board of Trade of
Santa Fé, which supports a free public library for the city, has started
an endowment fund for the library.
The Tucumcari City Federation,
which usually issues an elaborate
Year Book, is this year planning to
use the money for patriotic purposes.
The acreage of winter wheat to be
planted in San Miguel county this fall
will be about 20,000 acres, according
to County Agriculturist M. R. Gonza.

lez.

Isidoro Martinez, alleged wife slay
er, bleeding from half a dozen glancing wounds, was manacled in a wheat
field in the mountains north of Santa
FÓ.

The Board of Bar Examiners, In ses
at the state capítol gave nine
candidates licenses to practice law in
New Mexico admitting them on certificates.
Brig. Gen. Hubert F. Allen of Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, was ordered to report
at Camp Cody, near Deming, to assume command of the
infantry brigade.
While heavy rains have been re
ported from every part of the state
and even ciosjb to Santa Fé, the city
itself still finds Itself with ten months'
drouth practically unbroken.
Chas. F. Kanen, chief clerk In the
office of the state engineer, has re
signed and the position has been filled
by C. M. Wells, who has been disbursing clerk in the same office.
The New Mexico chapters of the
Daughters of the American Revolution have agreed to supply the crew of
the U. S. destroyer "Dale" with knit
ted comfort garments for the winter.
The Toltec Oil Company, which has
more than 560 acres of state land under lease for oil exploration work, has
unloaded drilling machinery at Dexter, in southern Chaves county, and
will put down a well.
The Santa Fé railway has Just sent
a circular to employés connected with
the freight traffic, urging them to use
every effort possible to conserve
freight equipment and to prevent loss
or damage to freight shipments.
Colorado - need not imagine she is
the whole thing in the line of tourist
patronage, notwithstanding her overwhelming victory this year over the
country.
half deserted Yellowstone
New Mexico is so much nearer the
great empire of Texas that It, too, has
had unnsual attention this summer.
After reading "The Man Without a
Country," James Kelly, a federal prisoner in the county jail at Albuquerque, attempted to commit suicide. He
climbed to the top of the cage of the
jail and was about to dive to the cement floor when stopped by other
prisoners.
During the past year New Mexico
spent $2,004,662.94 on its elementar
and high schools, according to Superintendent of Public Instruction J. H.
Wagner. Of this more than
or $1,061,478.06, was expended for salaries of teachers.
sion
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Women Must Make
'
Study of Clothes
New York, An English paper has
recently published an article dealing
with the attempt and failure of American women and designers to be Independent of Paris and congratulates us
on our good sense, as It were, In returning to the source.
In truth, there was not a serious or
concerted attempt to be Independent

swer Is In the negative, don't let any
one persuade yon to buy It
When the ships that dodge the man
made sharks of the sea bring to us
these cases of silks, brocades, metals,
embroideries
and velvets fashioned
for the American woman, we will see
that these clothes are the heirs to all
the ages. China will dominate some
bits of costumery, the Influence of
Napoleon will be there, the Russian
Cossacks who threw themselves before
the retreating Eleventh army In Galicia will be another motive for
cut and color, and the recent exhlbltion of French clothes In Mud rid
Is reflected In the things that were
brought out of Spain.
Not only will different countries be
represented In the medley of costum
ery that Is coming to us, but various
epochs In the history of places, espe
cially of France the First Empire,
the Consulate, the swirling and transparent draperies made famous by
Mrae. Tallien, the Queen of Shreds
and Patches, as she was nicknamed,
the biblike panels of embroidery worn
by the queen of Roumanla when she
arrayed herself In the native cos
cer-tai-

-

tumes.

The polonaise will be revived from
that day when the predecessor of Rose
Berttln, who gowned Marie Antol
nette, made fashionable the striking
garment worn by the Polish princess,
Marie, whom Louis Xv made queen of
France. Those Chinese wraps and
sleeves and tassels worn by the noblemen who represented Pekln as the
first embassy sent from China to
France are recalled Into the new fash- tons because China Is with France and
Is fighting, as she fought, to be a re

This evening gown has a separata public.
bodice. The skirt is of cyclamen tulle,
Rakish Continental Hat
accordion pleated, with garland of emThe green coque feathers flaunting
broidery and formal bouquets. The from new hats have been borrowed
bodice and sash are of black satin.
from the hats of the sharpshooters,
bersaglierl of Italy, because th
the
the
only
natural that
of Paris. It was
fighters of the Vosges and the Alplc t
American people should feel that the passes
have a comradeship. The ra
outbreak of the war In France would ish continental
hat was Included In
commerce
atop all the wheels of her
the fashions because the land of taat
In clothes and that the other counGeorge Washington whom General La
tries would be compelled to go on their fayette came to assist Is spreadluf, her
Dwn.
soldiers over the pleasant valleys of
It would take us a century to ac- the sister republic and sendlnr her
buy
Paris
we
now
from
complish what
huge guns to protect the Road of La
In a week. We are too canny to give dles as all gentlemen, good and true,
up the best source of fashion on the should do.
planet for no reason whatever. If we
crown and the rolThe plnched-lbad to depend on our own creations licking brim have been Included In the
for the commerce In clothes,
most fashionable hats because these
of the firms engaged In this
industry would fall within two years.
It Is a happy piece of news to report In support of this outlined
that the shipments of costumes
'rom France which will take place this
'ull will be as heavy as In normal
Imes. The number of buyers who
lave gone abroad has been reduced,
conscrlp-.Io- n
on account of volunteering,
and changes, therefore, In the
of many business houses, but
:he resident buyers and the Important
epresentatlves for groups of houses
lave been able to transact the expect-?- d
n

three-luarte-

sen-ime- nt

pér-lonn-

--

business.
Where America Comes In.
So much for Paris. But, with all
'hat she will do, the war places an
mportant task on American women.
e
Never before In the history of
In clothes has this especial
been made upon them. It Is
this: they must work out their own
Our heads of shops and
mlvatlon.
Iressmaking houses are far from g
aids to the dumb. They must sell
.vhat they have bought and made and
they have rarely studied the needs of
the Individual.
The buyers who went to Paris In
rther days haunted the fashionable
places where the women of pleasure
snd power foregathered. These worn-- n
made and marred the fashions put
out by the designers. When our buyers saw that these leaders were feacom-nerc-

d

'
munity.
Make a 8tudy of Clothes.
It Is not a waste of time to be fully
aware of the kind of costumery that
you should adopt.
The comprehensive adjustment between your type
and your clothing will save money,

nerves and regrets.
The time will soon be upon us
when we can become the arbiters of
our own sartorial fate. The war In
France has abolished leadership In
certain fashions by their acceptance
In the highest circles of power, and,
with our dressmakers and shops somewhat puzzled as to what will lead and
what will not, we have the best chance
of our career to suit ourselves.
This will be really the millennium in
dress. Paris, the center of art In the
world, creates from a point In air, as
the engineers' say, and from the mass
of material she sends we choose a
thousand different types of costumes
If we wish. Look a bit Into the history
of each costume, as Paris' does, and
say to yourself, Does my face and figure, my physical and mortal Individuality reflect that period? If the an- -

GREAT

1911 APPLE CROP
Volunteer Crews Are Now Being
Organized Everywhere
Over Country.
HOW BEST TO DO THE WORK
Main Point Is to Put Fruit Quickly
Into Temporary Storage Local
Clubs Aid Federal Food

Administration.
This year's apple crop will be har
vested In most sections with volunteer
pickers, men and women, boys and
girls, who will be intelligent and Interested, but very likely quite unfamiliar
with fruit picking. The crews are now
being recruited all over the country by
state councils of defense, chambers of
commerce, women's organizations and
other people anxious to help with the
apple crop.
Each grower should now get In touch
with the chamber of commerce, or
some other representative business or
ganization In his nearest town, tell
how many pickers he will need, when
he will need them,' for how long, and
what arrangements he can make for
housing or boarding them.
When his crew of volunteer pickers
reports for duty he must open a little
school for a day or two, and give them
practical Instruction In their new work,
Many of them perhaps have never
climbed Into an apple tree, and even
those who have may not understand
that apple picking Is a kind of work
lhat requires as much delicacy as gath
erlng eggs.
Let the grower tell tils pickers how
the skin of an apple, or any other kind
of fruit or vegetable. Is like the tin
that protects canned goods. As the tin
that Incloses a can of tomatoes guards
the sterilized contents from the sir,
and as even a slight pinhole In this tin
would allow the air to enter and carry
germs of decay, so the skin of an
apple protects Its flesh, which Is per
fectly sterile, and the least cut, even
a dent made by a finger nail, allows
germs to enter and start decay. A cut
so tiny that It can only be detected
under the microscope at picking time
will, nevertheless, start a germ Invn
slon which will show up later when
the apple Is packed and put Into stor
age.
For this reason great care must be
taken In picking fruit. The grower
should show their pickers how to grasp
an apple and give it the skillful twist
that separates It from the tree. He
tuuHt caution them against dropping
thé apples carelessly In the boxes and
baskets, and see that they have pick
Ing baskets and field boxes which are
free from splinters and nails.
This year's crop will hove to be
managed along somewhat different
lines In many sections. With a crew
of trained pickers and packers It Is
customary to grade and pack much of
the fruit as fast as (t comes from the
trees. There will probably be a short
age of packers, and many growers will
have to devote all their efforts to pick
ing the crop and getting It Into tempo
rary storage first, and then packing It
later.
More good apples

year by carelessness
they are picked and
packed than In any
nights are cool, but

be-n-

turing certain fashions they brought
them home for the American.
But, and this Is the new situation,
the women here are now confronted
with the fact that thousands of new
costumes will soon be unpacked from
the boxes that brought them over the
ocean, and as they were chosen from
whatever the French houses had to
offer, It will be our part to select from
that heterogeneous mass that which
brings out our special type and suits
This Is sane and
our environment.
sensible wartime adjustment of one's
times and Income, and possibly the
lesson may be so thoroughly learned
and digested that It will prove to be
a lasting benefit to the national com-
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Trade Union Success

Douglas Mallocm

Organized Labor in
Fight to Put End to

In Effort to Shorten

the Hours of Labor

Industrial Wastage

By 8AMUEL GOMPERS.
American
Federation of
Labor.
Day brings to the workers
the right to cheer
LABOR confidence
In the trade
There have
union movement.
been tests and crises thnt have proved
Its fundamental principles ; there have
been opportunities that have tested Its
practical efficiency. Through them all
the trade union movement has made
sure progress and gained In confident
vision for the future.
Every national and International,
every local union affiliated to the
American Federation of Labor has
made definite progress In securing for
Its members greater advantages in
those things which are fundamental
of betterment In ull relations of life.
There has been great progress In securing the eight-hou- r
day or the shorter workday. The moaning of the victories can be Interpreted only In the
light of full understanding of the
day. The
meaning of the eight-hou- r
shorter workday Is something more
than an economic demand. It Is a demand for opportunity for rest, recu-

By FRANK L. MORRISON,
American
Federation of
Labor.
IS Impossible to record fundamental gains during the past year
because of organized labor's agitation or to Individualize probable
gains during the year to come. The
best we can do Is to observe tendencies. Prominent among these is the
workers' seizure of the cry for "preparedness" to emphasize a danger In
Industry more deadly than battlefields.
Government statistics show that
men are annually killed and
0
are annunlly Injured for a period
of four weeks or over.
It has been stated that every year
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perature until their quality deteri
orates. The proper way to care for
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to be warm. Apples are left In the or
chard several days and alternately
cool and heat with the changes lit tem-
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A. VANDERLIP

United States Has
Well Been Designated
Nation of Workers

things

which make Ufe more than mechanical
drudgery.
The workers whose whole periods
are short are essentially different from
those who are so worn by toll that they
have neither energy nor mind for
are spoiled every other things In life. They become
between the time more energetic, more resourceful workthe time they are ers with keener mentality and greater
other way. Fall
full days are apt

apples Is to put them Into common
storage as soon as they come from the
tree. Almost any good tight building
will answer for the temporary storage
needed between picking and packing.
When fruit leaves' the tree It contains vegetable heat just as an animal
lias animal heat, and as the carcass of
an animal will spoil after killing unless it Is properly cooled, so fruit will
spoil unless cooled. With a tight shed,
Into which fruit can be carried direct
from the orchard, the grower can use
the cool nights of autumn to take the
heat out of his fruit. Doors and windows of the temporary storage shed
should be opened at' night to admit
One of the new autumn suits ' In plentiful currents of cool air, and
green velour with turned-uhem on when the sun comes up and the outcoat and wide girdle forming sash In side air grows warm again this storage
place should be closed to exclude the
front
warm outer air as much as possible,
soldiers have been smiled at and, some and keep the fruit nicely cooled. If
they
say, kissed by the mldlnettes as
tipples are hnndled In this simple and
strolled the boulevards at noon hour. sensible way they will have prime
Why try to outline the conglomeration
keeping quality and the work of gradof episodes that are reflected In these ing and packing can be postponed for
autumn clothes that we will soon be several weeks.
asked to buy and mold to our IndiThere Is a fairly large apple crop
viduality! France has put the pass- throughout the country this year. It
ing panorama of the planet Into cos- amounts to about two bushels for evtumery. If we adopt It all, we shall ery man, woman and child in the Unitlook like a procession of the ages ed States. From the consumers' standstaged by some Gargantuan stage di- point It Is Important to have as much
rector. It Is our part In this proces-slo- n of this fruit as possible go to market
that Is of vital Importance. It Is In first class condition, so that It may
necessary ,that each woman should help us conserve wheat, meat, fats and
face the situation with some knowl- other staple foods for our allies. From
edge, much discernment and an Incli- the producers' standpoint It Is just as
nation' to express herself.
Important to harvest the crop in the
(Copyright, 1917, by the McCIure Newspa.
best condition because the size of our
per Syndicate.)
apple crop this year Is such that only
the best fruit will bring good prices.
An
Frock.
Georgette and chiffon are now con"
sidered suitable for winter wear upon
'A man should never talk about
many occasions, and are sheer and
cool enough for wear In dog days. The what he doesn't understand."
'Sometimes," replied Senator Sor
various silk crepes are also capable of
service and by com- ghum, "you're obliged to do so In self- bining georgette or chiffon with silk lefense.. You get tired of listening to
other people talk about things they
one has another
frock.
don't understand."
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EN of labor came to America
In the Mayflower. A printer
and a carpenter signed the
Declaration of Independence.
George Washington was a surveyor at
one time In his Ufe. Lincoln worked
as a day laborer. Andrew Johnson
was a tailor. William Howard Tuft,
after leaving college, was a newspaper
reporter at $6 a week.
The United
States Is a nation of workers. Labor
day, consequently, is not for any class
bbt for Americans in mass.
Frank A. Vanderllp, president of the
National City bank, Is by trade a machinist. Ills father was an Illinois
farmer "a specialist In cows," the son
explained.
On the death of the father
the family moved Into town.
"I found employment," Mr. Vanderllp said, "in a shop where wood working machinery was manufactured. I
was sixteen and my wages were 75'
cents a day. By and by I got a lathe
of my own. I would be a foreman some
day, I was told, and earn $21 a week.
I thought I could do better. So I
learned stenography and later took up
the study of bonds."
William H. Canniff, president of the
New York, Chicago & St. Louis railroad, was a telegraph operator In
Michigan when he was seventeen. The
attorney general In President Taft's
cabinet, George W. Wlckejsham, also
was a telegraph operator, as was Theodore N. Vail, bead of the Bell telephone

M1

Interests.
A section hand In 1869, shoveling
producing power. It Inevitably follows and tamping on the tracks, William C.
that the short-hou- r
workers are the Brown, then sixteen years old, fought
best paid workers. With every reduchis way upward until he became presition in hours there Is always a corre- dent of the New York Central lines.
"My dally wages at the time?" he
sponding increase in wages. Wherever
demands for the shorter workday and repeated. "Figure them out for yourhigher wages have been presented and self. My envelope contained $27.60 at
urged by organized workers during the the end of the month when the pay
last year they have met with success. car came down the Une." His sucShortening the - period of work cessor, Albert H. Smith, was a raillengthens the period of development, road laborer as a young man.
Judge Robert S. Lovett, president of
and for oil of the other activities that
belong to the normal Individual.
In the Union Pacific, dug stumps and cut
creases In wages give the workers the brush on the right of way on a little
means for taking advantage of the in- Une in Texas and drove a team of
creased opportunities of the shorter mules when the grading began. Benworkday. The workers of short hours jamin F, Yoakum operated a scraper
and better wages become very differ- in the Southwest on a road in its buildent citizens from those who are so ex- ing, and became a brakeman when the
hausted by the dally grind that they road was put Into operation.
have neither the time nor the energy
Every day is labor's day. Every man
for thought or aspiration. These gains
mean better homes, better food, better worth while is a laborer.
clothing; time and opportunity for
the cultivation, of the best and the
Universal labor is the lever of democracy.
highest that is possible to man.
'

there ore over 3,000,000 cases of Industrial Illness, caused mainly by long
hours, low wages, dust, bad air, fumes,
smoke, poisonings and poor ventilation,
and that through typhoid fever and
malaria alone $900,000,000 is annually
lost to this nation. Enough to equip
the largest army and navy in the
world, and then have a balance sufficient to pay the tuition of every boy,
;
now in college.
A system of national preparedness
that does not Include recognition of

this frightful and preventable wastage

Is the preparedness urged by big busi
ness.
Another element among employers
who talk of the scarcity of labor does
so to entice a sufficient number of idle
workers to their factory gates as a
menace to those employed and who are

i

liable to demand better conditions.
These employers oppose restriction of
immigration because restriction will
defeat their policy of having two or
more men for every job.
Another tendency Is the growing opposition to labor injunctions, which
class labor power as property. The
congress of the United States has
voiced this opposition in amendments
to the antitrust laws. Judicial interpretations of the term "property" in
the fourteenth amendment to the federal constitution are losing their force.
What was originally Intended to end
slavery has been used to thwart the
enactment of social legislation, but
courts have failed to check the swelling tide of democracy.
The trade union movement is conscious of the part it has played In the
tendencies above referred to and this
consciousness will be an Inspiration to
greater effort during the coming year,

THE

Local News
Roy will have a
n
next week. The
Amusement Company is coming
.here from Tuesday to Saturday
4th to 8th with the big attraction
which has been entertaining the
mining camps of Colfax County
for several weeks. Many other
attractions accompany the big
"Joy Mill" and it will be almost
a regular street Carnival. Remember the dates Next Tuesday
to Saturday,

Dissbltatoin Sale

Merry-go-roun- d
Great-Wester-
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Owing to a dissolution of partnership we will offer at Public Auction, on

,

Mrs. Bob Woodward, of Tucumcan, is at the iumlee Hospital
in Roy where she is recovering
from a serious operation. She
is getting along fine and will soon
be well.
v
Has a High Opinion of Chamberlain
-

Tuesday and Wednesday,

f

,

SPANISH-AMERICA-

ro A7 0) ra,

Tablets
"I have a hijfh opinion of Chamber
lain's Tablets for biliousness and as a
laxative," writes Mrs. C. A. Barnes

S--

The car of tractors which arrived last week are all out on the
lands they are to plow and are be
ing tried out. G. R. Abernathy
and the Leach Bros, got the little
9s and Chas. Leorhard and Ira

Thetford,took out their

20-4- 0,

i

Pleasant View,
broke the steering gear on his
Mr. Smith, of

car Monday and was delayed in
town until dark getting it repaired, and drove home in the mud.1!

Grant Kitchell has put a new
style of concrete
G. K. Block.

2)

finish on his

Work is progressing rapidly on
Joe Gilstrap's new residence on
Chicosa Street. It is of concrete
blocks,
Oscar Blunk is a new addition
list of readto our advance-pai- d
ers on Route "A" this week.
of Millard,
Nebraska, has been reading
and is
sample copies of the
enough interested in this country
to order a year of it that he may
get better acquainted with us by
constant association.
V. II. Kratachville,

rlP

Q)

The town of Mills is located on the El Paso and Southwestern Railway
79 miles northwest of Tucumcari, 50 miles south of Dawson, the largest
coal mining camp in the west, and 31 miles south of French, the junction
A
of the E. P. & S. W. and Santa Fe Railways.

Water

&

Wm. Baum and Son, are the
possessors of a new Hup, auto
which they drive instead of their
old Ford which has served long
and faithfully and is retired on a
pension.

0

FV

ew Mexico
lf"""

Cherleston, 11!. "I have never fonnd
anything so mild and pleasant to use.
My brother has also usd these tablets
with satisfactory results."
B. W. Spry of Anthony, Kansas, is another interested party
who is coming to Roy and wants
to get acquainted thru the
with conditions here, His father, S. N. Spry was a homesteader north of town, years ago.

do

The district of Mills has, at shallow depth, an inexhaustible supply
of pure fresh water, which flows in
abundance from springs near the
town, and is tapped by wells thru-ou- t

of winter wheat, corn, beans, rye,
oats, forage crops, fruit and vegetables is not only safe, but profitable. Winter wheat, corn and beans
are the principal crops grown on
the mesa.

SCHOOLS

the community.

Mills has outgrown its present

Soil
The great area

of-farm-

land

ing

around Mills is of a dark, chocolate
loam, with a soil depth of from three
to five feet, under which a lime basis
is found. This gives the soil a loose
fertile texture, making conditions
ideal for crop production.
Eight years of farming has proved
beyond all question that the raising

school capacity. The Townsite Company has donated a block on . Wilson Ave. & Fulton St. for the new
School Building for which plans are
now being made. The Building is to
be either of brick or stone and
modern in every respect.
Mills has three Church organizations: the Methodist, Baptist, and

Christian.

S--

S. R. Creuse and wife were in
town Saturday. They are more
dignified than ever since the arrival of the little grand daughter
at and Olin Leach home in
Springer last week.
Will Paxton sold

The Wilson Company's investment in and around Mills, represents more than $ 400,000. 00, their investment in Mills is represented by their large wholesale and retail mercantile store, bank, one of the largest
There are two other General
and best Flour Mills and Elevators in the state, Oil Station, Lumber Yard.
Stores,
Hotels,

TTTIÍTVTC
1 12rfIvlVlv3

Drugstore,

Meat Market,

Hospital, Hardware Store,
Machine Shop,
Weekly Newspaper and Telephone System.

Q.n1r
r4 v3dlC
(Jl

Interest on deferred payments.

Garage,

Blacksmith Shop,

Two Barber Shops,

Two

'

A Bid is a Sale, No Reserve Bids. Every Lot Goes at the Price Offered.
3
Six Months after Sale, Balance Novemter
One third of purchase price CASH,
6

percent discount on full purchase price for cash on amounts over $10.00.

1st, 191S. 6 percent
All amounts Under $10. Cash.

h3 Ford car

toC. L. Wensell Monday. He
will' make other arrangements
about his return to Illinois when
he gets ready to go,
Rev. 0. W. Hearn will preach
at Pleasant View Sunday, Everybody welcome.
I. C. Floersheim came down
with Bob Alldredge from Spring-t- r
Saturday night. They got in
the mud after a rain and hail
storm but made it thru. He
visited his parents and friends
here and returned on the train
Monday. He called to see our
big press and "Talk Shop"
awhile.

Owners,
Col. F. O. WHITE, Auctioneer.

Jose D. Medina, Matilda Gonzales and Will Dunn are among
the farmers who have had ' trespass notices printed this week to
warn stock owners to keep stock
off their crops.
It is a bitter thing to see crops
you have worked all summer to
produce destroyed wantonly by
Mr. Lyons, of Roy purchased a the cattle of a neighbor.
fine horse from Mrs. Jack Mills
this week. It was her pet and
Florence Davis returned to her
the check for the price hardly home in El Paso Saturday after
made up for the grief at the a visit with Miss Dorothy Gibbs
separation.
and other friends in Roy.
v

Jake Rodriguez arrived home
Monday from Wyoming where he
has been herding sheep for a big
corporation, He was examined
and admitted to the army there
and certified to the board here
and is enthusiastic over the
chance to get in the army. He
was refused when he volunteered last spring.

Dr. M. D. Gibbs took his two
sons Milor and Donald to Tucum
cari Tuesday lo see the round-up- .

Miss Lillian Griner gave a
Slumber Party at her home last
Friday night in honor of Miss
Florence Davis, of El Paso. It
was a hilarious time before the
Slumber act commenced includMiss
ing a feed on dainties.
Dorothy Gibbs was maid to the
Guest of honor.

Miss Virginia Martin has been
chosen teacher for the School at
Mountain View' 25 miles north
of Roy. Miss Martin graduated
from the Roy Schools last year
and took a summer school course
at the Normal Uniyersity, besides she is just the kind they
make successful teachers of and
is bound to Be a success in 'her
J. P. Martin has traded his chosen calling.
residence property in Roy to the
Mrs. Fan Dietterich and Miss
Davenport Bros, for a Hup auto Mary Hern went tq Tucumcari
and will ride in his own car in Monday to visit friends and atfuture.
tend the Cow Boy's Reunion.
'i

Ben and Milton, Floersheim

went to Tucumcari Tuesday to
Roundup.
s
attend the
They combined business with
pleasure on the trip.
Cow-Boy-

T. E. Mitchell and son, went
to Tucumcari Tuesday to attend
the roundup.

Fred Strong is up in the moun
tains around Ute Park and Taos
taking, his vacation, and fishing
for trout J. M. Floyd, ofDaca-tu- r,
Texas, is in his píace at the
depot during his absence.

